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Reapportionment Session
Is Set To Begin Tonight

Forsythia has buds.

Mrs. Thurman Austin 3rd Grade
ies Wednesday On Tour, City Hall

Jonquils on the south side of the
house way up.

Sixth Redistricting Of
Legislature In 70 Years

The Murray Police Depart,I.trs. Jessie Thurman of 600 ment, as a public service,
was
Poplar Street, Murray, was host to the Austin School
We pruned that limb we normally
Third
By Robert P. Dalton
completed the task.
Wednesday
claimed by death
at Grade Class on Tuesday,
hit our head on while mowing. In
FRANKFORT,
Ky. (UPI)— Once the bills are introduced
12:47 p.m. at the Murray- February
fact we pruned several limbs that
23. Chief James Brown Kentucky' General Assembly the plans, hopes, and aspirations
Calloway County Hospital. Her took the children on a tour of
we consistently run into while
City convenes tonight to begin the of the 138 legislators will come
ieath
of
81
followed
at
an
the
age
mowing the yard. You keep your
Hall.
sixth re-drawing Of state into play. Bills besides those of
-xtended illness.
eyes on the ground where the
Sgt. Paul Jerry Lee and Sgt. legislative districts in the past 70 the
interim committees are
The Murray woman as the James Martin Wells presented a.
grass is then forget the limb up
years.
expected to be introduced.And
died
Walter
wife
of
Thurmahp
by your head.
lesson on Fingerprinting. Shaun
And there are almost as many the "vest pocket" proposals of
March 1, 1950. She was born Tharpe and Jennifer Pace
were ideas on redistricting as there are most of the legislators also will
February 2, 1890, and her parents selected as subjects and charged
senators and representatives. get an airing.
Sere the late John T. Stewart and with a "crime." Sgts. Wells and
Allene Claxton at Pine Bluff
The Senate and the House of The Senate plan that has gone
WEAPONS
READY,
two
South
Vietnamese
soldiers examine entrance to a bunker
Susan Champion Stewart. She Lee used these two children to
Shores sends us the following
Representatives
convene at 7 in bill form to the Senate State
deserted by the North Vietnamese on the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos. Weather,
was a member of the First demonstrate
poem she clipped from the
the taking of mug p.m. in their chambers and Gov. Government Committee for
land mines and increasing Red resistance are slowing the drive.
Baptist Church.
Postmasters Advocate. It was
shots and the techniques of Louie B. Nunn is expected to be introduction splits seven counties
Mrs. Thurman is survived by modern fingerprinting. The
written by a retired Postmaster
invited to address a joint session and pits incumbents against each
six daughters, Mrs. Pauline Police officers talked with
to
who
remain
desires
the at 8 p.m.
other in three of the
new
Williams of Houston, Texas, Mrs. children in an question and ananonymous.
Subcommittee Plans Set
districts.
McCuiston and Mrs. swer session.
Boyce
An intenim subcommittee The House plan is still in
Orvley Housden, both of Murray
Mrs. Mary Ann Carter, class appointed to draw up reap- skeleton form but reportedly
Route Five, Mrs. Reldon NorThe Joys of Old Age
teacher, and Marian Webb, portionment plans and have them splits about 35 counties in atsworthy, South 15th Street,
student teacher, accompanied ready for the opening of the tempting to reach population
Murray, Mrs. Jamhes Lamb,
As I turn with rejoicing the
special session has virtually equality in the districts.
Saturday, February 27, is the Glendale Road, Murray, and the group.
calendar's page
Rep.
Jon
Rickert, Dlast day to buy automobile Mrs. Harold Chrysler of New
I'm aiming to live to a ripe old
Elizabethtown,
of the.
chairman
licenses
for
1971,
according
to
Concord;
five
sons,
Orville
of
age.
House interim subcommittee,
Marvin Harris, Calloway County Paducah, Sam of Dewey, Okla.,
But not overripe In ease you've
said the finishing touches would
crashed some distance from Court Clerk.
By BERT W. OKULEY
Ruble of Murray Route Six, John
forgotten,
be put on the House plan today.
The
cost
of
the
licenses
is
$12.91
Tank-led
(UPI)
Hill
31
—
and
SAIGON
its
two
crewmen
Murray,
of
Kirkwood
and
Drive,
'The word "overripe" can
- In Skeleton Form
and
be
may
purchased
at
were
Communist
overtroops
rescued.
today
the
Harold of Hazel Park, Mich.
sometimes mean rotten!
-It's still in skeleton form and
Other survivors are thirty-two
I'll live to a hundred, my health is ran the South Vietnamese Heavy Communist gunfire clerk's office until five pin
the State Government Committee
paratroop base on Hill 31 in had kept U.S. helicopters away Saturday. The clerk's office -Is grandchildren, fifty-one great A petition has been filed with
so good.
mitfeET-tb *present us in will have to fill it in," Rickert
staying
open
on
Saturdays
from
shot
the
down
Laos
and
an
beleaguered
Hill
31
grandchildren, and numerous Calloway County Court Clerk procedures regarding this
Excuse my exuberance (I'm
said. Missing, he said, are the
American F4 Phantom jet base for three days. It is a few through this month for the benefit nieces and nephews.
knocking on wood).
Marvin Harris asking the County petition in said election.
precinct names to be taken from
of
persons unable to purchase Funeral services will be held
I was feeling so youthful, so fighter-bomber trying to come miles from Landing Zone
Court for a local option election. "Should
unforseen
cir- counties that are split.
their
licenses
through
the
week
Ranger,
the
to
embattled
the
aid
of
where
South
Vietnap.m.
at
the
Friday
Cherry
at
two
buoyant and fleet,
Three hundred and fifty-one cumstances invalidate the The Kentucky Constitution and
Harris said no out of state can Corner Baptist Church with Rev.
mese forces suffered heavy
'Til a kindly Boy Scout helped me outpost.
persons signed the petition which requested date of said election, the U.S. Constitution both require
licensed
are
being
this
week dee Lloyd Wilson, Rev. Roy Gibson, was accepted by the -County
U.S. planes immediately losses last week in their U.S.to cross the street.
we, the undersigned, do hereby equality of population in the
Some things about aging are moved in to begin "blowing backed drive to cut the Ho Cl to the rush. He said six to Win and Dr_ H. C. Chiles officiating. Clerk. The group will probably authorize the appointed chairdistricts.
Kentucky
has
local
cars
can
be
Minh
fallen
licenand
base
away"
with
the
supply
trail
system
in
Grandsons will serve as petition the Fiscal Court for the man to affix upon
awfully nice—
this petition, a redistricted its legislature in
time it would take to SKIMS* pallbearers. Actives will be
Laos.
Like riding the subway for only massive air strikes.
local option election at the next suitable date upon which said 1906. 1918; 1930,
1942 and 1963.
Military sources said Hill 31 The base is named for its out of state car.
Charles Thomas Thurman, session of the court on Thursday, election might be held."
half-price.
This will be the first session to
Lines are now in the office
Charles Boyce McCuiston, Gary March 11.
,I can balance my checkbook, end' was overrun after three hours height in meters.
attempt redistricting by spitting
if heavy fighting on the third
Within 15 minutes after the persons wait to buy their ti
that's quite a trick.
Lamb, James S. Thurman, Jerry
counties—taking sections of a
ses.
Sammy The petition read in part as
if I can do that, I'm not mentally lay of intense Communist
Norsworthy,
(Continued on Page Teni
and
follows:
county and putting it with
-4->ressure. The base, 15 miles'
sick.
Hmsden. Honoraries will be
another county.
Oh, blessed second childhood, nside Laos, was bombarded by
Jimmy Thurman, Bob Mc- -We;the undersigned qualified
A. U.S. CDistrict Court ruling
Communist tanks which U.S.
I'm having such fun.
Cuiston, Owen Norsworthy, voters, more than twenty-five per
A Gospel Singing will be held at in January opened the way for
The best time of living has only ielicopter pilots reported had
Ricky Rorsworthy, Larry Nor- cent of the total votes cast in the
splitting counties by ruling a
•'surrounded the place."
begun.
sworthy, James Harold Housden, City of Murray of the last the Russell's Chapel United
section
of the State Constitution
Church,
located
Methodist
on
the
The
sources
also
reported
election
general
preceding
If you get really old, you are in
John Thurman and Tom Thur:hat U.S. helicopter gunships
petition to the County Court to Irvan Cobb Road, easst of invalid.
for a treat:
man.
The interim committees were
Some nice man will kiss you; it's accidentally killed nine South
Interment will be in the Hicks order an election to be called, Murray, on Sunday, February 28,
attempting
to place exactly the
James
Carle
Higgs,
native
1:30
p.m.
at
of
fidavit
Vietnamese
that
that
soldiers
just
and
to
prior
woundCity
of
held
in
to
be
election
said
sweet!
awfully
Cemetery with the arrangements
Hopkinsville, has been charged time, approximately ten minutes by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Murray April 20, 1971, provided
The Gospel Aires quartet will same number of persons in each
('ll say in conclusion when all's ad 31 others.
Pilots returning to Khe Sanh, with Grand larceny by the before, that he had $104 00 in Home where friends may call. for in the Kentucky Revised be featured at the singing along
(Continued on Page Ten
said and done,
with other singers. The public is
Statutes Chapter 242.030.
If you so decree it, old age can be inside South Vietnam, said the Murray Police Department currency in an unlocked cash
invited to attend. This singing
Communist tanks around Hill 31 following a theft of money from drawer located in the counter of
"The petition of the said was postponed
lovins Lists Frankfort
at an earlier date
seemed impervious to their the Murray Loan Company, 506 his place of business.
election shall be to take the sense due
Main Street, Murray, on Wedto the snow.
rockets.
About five minutes after iligg8
of the voters of - the city of
Calloway Man Involved
I hit one tank three times nesday afternoon, according to left the place of business. Ellis Address, Phone Number
"
Murray, Ky., with regards to the
the police department.
but
it
kept
on
said
money
moving,"
said
he
discovered
the
State Representative, Guy following question: Are you in
In Collision, Mayfield
Higgs
was
arrested
by
Ken- was missing and that no one ',wins, of Murray will be staying
Capt. Jack Idaholt of Savannah,
tucky State Trooper James besides one employee was in the at the Quality Motel at 635 Ver- favor in the sale of alcohol
A Calloway County man was Ga.
beverages in the city of Murray,
involved in a traffic collision in
The U.S. Phantom jet Potter at Cadiz late yesterday place of business between the sailles Road in Frankfort during
afternoon. Sgt. Mozelle Phillips time he observed the mone!, was the special session of the Ken- Xy.?
Mayfield last Friday, according
The Appreciation Dinner for The Murray State University
and Sgt. Max Morris of the in the drawer and the time he tucky Legislature.
to the Mayfield Police traffic
"We, the undersigned, do the Murray State University Student Council Wednesday night
Murray Police Department were discovered it was missing
accidents published in the
Lovins urges his constituents to hereby appoint the following
voted 12-5 to recontract with
in pursuit of Higgs and were at The Murray Police Depart- contact him at 502-223-2131 on named person, John Cole, to act basketball team and the MSU controversial civil rights atMayfield Messenger. The report
has
been
freshman
set
for
team
the Little River Bridge near ment was notified of the theft of matter concerning the reap- as chairman of so named comwas as follows:
March 8 at the Calloway Country torney William Kunstler to speak
Cadiz when Trooper Potter money at 311 p.m Wednesday. portionment question.
Autos driven by Charles Perry
mittee, Murray Option Corn- Club. Those who wish to attend in the MSU "Insight" lecture
radioed them that the suspect
Locke, 10007 Northridge Drive,
the informal dinner are asked to series next month.
Valley Station, Ky., and James The students of the two fifth was in custody.
The council acted after the
call 753-2864
Lloyd Sells, Route 6, Murray, grade rooms, Mrs. Thyra Higgs, age 21, was told of his
Murray State has had a good MSU Board of Regents Monday
collided at 3:30 pin. Friday at the Crawford and Mrs. Dan Darnell, rights by the police officers and
year, and the freshman team night rescinded its recent action
intersection of East Water and teachers, presented a program of was returned to Murray where
under
Kayo Willis is unbeaten. in banning from the campus
South 6th Streets.
western music and square City Judge William Donald
The
dinner
is in appreciation for speakers under indictment or
II
II
Overbey
set his bond at 8.
Both vehicles were traveling dancing at the meeting of the
forth by the coaches prosecution.
the
effort
put
north on South 6th. Locke stopped Kirksey Parent-Teacher He is now in the City Jail and a
An attempt to reconsider the
during the current
and
the
teams
his vehicle in the lane of traffic, Association held at the school on preliminary hearing has been set
vote
shortly before midnight
season.
By EUGENE V., RISHER
east Asia, the United States China, and referred to that
for Friday at three p.m. by City
and Sells was unable to stop in Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
failed when three student
—PresUPI
)
WASHINGTON
I
not
of
relinquishink_its
was
seven
role
times
country
as
time to avoid colliding with the Dan Crick was the master of officials.
members walked out.
"Peoples Republic of China"—
Locke vehicle, according to ceremonies and Karen Edwards The Hopkinsville native was ident Nixon today termed the world leadership.
Clifford Eubanks, faculty
conflict in the Middle East the "l'here should be no mi.scond Me first U.S. president ever to
police reports. advisor to the Student Council,
played the guitar. The pupils charged after an affidavit was most dangerous in the world
we
will
play
document.
the
role
ceptions
official
of
do
so
in
an
signed
by
M.
C. Ellis, principal
said he was opposed to the
were dressed in appropriate
and said Soviet attempts to in international affairs," the
Viet Policy Commended
Wednesday night student action
square dance costumes and officer and operator of the dominate the area "must and
:::*aILZ:M.s1.1:141111fRaoat
William
Gayle
Dillon,
father
of
President said. "This country is Nixon claimed the United
and
urged SC President Randy
presented the program by a Murray Loan Company, who said will be resisted."
not withdrawing into isolation. States was embarked on a Mrs. Nancy Adams of Murray, Huchinson to reconsider its accovreed wagon and "open fire". that on February 24 at apdied
Despite
Tuesday'
at
and
ten
the
costly
a.m.
at
the
we
Union
the
"consistent
Soviet
"With
and
unmistakable"
United Pr•s• otaraistional
Past presidents, Mrs. Loyd proximately three p.m. he ob- frustrating war in Southeast
Baptist Hospital, tion.
want a relationship in which the policy in Vietnam that will Western
Cunningham, Mrs. James served Higgs in his place of Asia, it is Moscow's move as an
Paducah.
He was 6.3 years of age The regents lifted the ban only
interests of both are respected recfuce American involvement
business and spoke to him.
Kentucky:
Increasing Tucker, Mrs. Virdon Tucker, and
and
a
ambitious
power
resident
seeking
of Paducah where on the condition that Kunstler not
global
the
challenged,
But,
when
reasonable
and
provide
...
a
Ellis
further
said in the afcloudiness and mild today with Mrs. Buddy Anderson, were
exclusive influence at Ameri- United States will defend its chance for political stability_
he was an employee of the same be invited to speak at the March
29-March 31 campus lecture
occasional rain beginning west presented with special gifts by
ca's expense that poses the interests and those of its
As examples of progress, he hospital.
SHARING GOVERNMENT
series. —
portion spreading over much of the PTA in observance of the
chief threat of nuclear war, the allies."
said, U.S. troop levels and costs He was a native of Graves Kunstler, noted
for his espousal
state by tonight. Friday cloudy Founders Day program. The LONG BEACH, Calif. (UPI) President said.
County
and
was
a
veteran
of
*ppromimately
promised
were
one-half
The President also
of civil rights causes, was one of
and rain with a few thun- other past presidents were —Nine
book-length
"state
In
of
a
the
World
War
II.
He
was
a
member
Cal State
College
to examine the possibilities of and American casualties were
derstorms and not much change unable to attend.
students were appointed Wed- world" message to Congress, more contacts between the approximately one-fifth of what of the Liberty Baptist Church. the attorneys who defended the
Mrs.
Harold
Fones,
president,
temperatures.
Highs
today
and
in
nesday as nonvoting ,}liembers Nixon pointed to the Jordanian United States and mainland they were two years ago when Funeral services were held "Chicago Seven."
The late-night meeting to.
Friday upper 50s to mid 60s. Lows presened a specialegift of a pen of city commissions. It was crisis of September, with its
today at one p.m. at the Lindsey
he assumed office.
and pencil desk set to Mr. and believed to be the first
reconsider
the council's earlier
tonight mainly in the 40s.
implications
of
a
direct
confronFuneral
Chapel,
Paducah, with
such
DETERGENT BAN PLANS
While efforts to negotiate a
vote was called by Darryl
tation between Russia and the
action in any municipality.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —For- settlement were getting no- Rev. J. W. Crawley officiating.
EXTENDED FORECAST
Burial was in the Liberty Ca han, of Kenvir, the student
The students will be fulltime United States, as "the greatest ty House members said today
mei1nber of the Borad of Regents.
Extended weather outlook for
on
Page
threat
Ten(
Continued
to
world
peace"
Cemetery
since
he
in Graves County.
thy would introduce legislation
members of the commissions
Kentucky Saturday through
Survivors are his wife, It failed when the student
that would outlaw phosphates in
for water, economic opportuni- assumed office.
Monday:
'No Isolation'
Injured Wednesday
Pauline; mother, Mrs A. T. walkoqt left the council without a
detergents produced after June
ties, planning, human relations,
Precipitation north portion
He
put
the
Roe
TUrberville
Soviet
of
Dillon
of Boaz; five daughters, quorum.
Union
Paducah
ban other
30, 1973, and
The monthly singing will be community improvement, harSaturday and east half Sunday
notice that despite America's ingredients also found to cause age 21, was injured in a one car Mrs. Adams of Murray, Mrs.
bor,
franchises,
held
Saturday, February 27, at
legislative and
and Monday. Colder Saturday
unhappy involvement in South- water pollution.
accident Wednesday morning on Carolyn Bachus,. MrS. Retha
SHRINE CLUB
7 34) p.m. at the Hardin Pen- recreation.
and continued cold Sunday and
The Murray-Calloway County
Phosphates have been at- U. S. Highway 641 near Stewart Mathison, and Miss .Delores Ann
tecostal
Church
of
God.
City Manager John R. ManNURSES MEET
Moiiday Highs will range in the
tacked by environmentalists Cemetery. The patient was Dillon, all of Paducah, and Miss Shrine Club will meet at the
Tony Burkhart and the New sell said the students would The I.icensed
Practical Nurses who say they provide food for brought to the emergency room Shirley Dillon of Florida; three American Legion Hall
40s Saturday and in the 30s
on
Hope Singers from Festus, have a full* voice in policy. will meet Monday,
March 1, at algae which choke waterways of the Murray-Calloway County sons, William Michael, James E., Saturday, February 27, at 6:30
Sunday and Monday. Lows will
Missouri, will be featured along making.. although they are 7:30 p.m in the
conference room and use oxygen_ Similar legisla- Hospital at 8:15 a.m., but was and John D Dillon, all of p m.. A potluck supper will 1.
range mostly in the 20s Saturday
with other singers. All Singers prohibited by the city charter of the
Murray-Calloway County tion hos been,introduced ,in the sent to the Houston-McDevitt Paducah; three brotherS: three served. All members are urge,! to
and Sunday and in the teens
and the public are invited.
from votiag.
'7•Tospital.
Clinic for treatment—,
,sistez.s., and six grandchildren. attend.
Senate

Tank-led Red Troops
Overrun South Viet
Base This Morning

Saturday Last Day
To Purchase Tags
For 1971 Cars

Local Option Election
Petition Is Filed Here

Man Charged With Grand
Larceny By City Police

Gospel Singing At
'Russell's Chapel .

Appreciation Dinner
Is Set For March 8

MSU Council
To Recontract
For Kunstler

Fifth Grades Give
Program At Meet
Of Kirksey PTA

Middle East Conflict Termed
Most Dangerous By President

Father Of Local
Woman Passes Away

The Weather

Singing Planned
At Hardin Church

of"

.se-seemosamsasowelermellestwomowistmsestw-ie
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

DMZ
•
1111 MANG TRI

C. WILLUMS. PUBLISHER

other disturbed individuals, and
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Edgar, ,Action Against
to pain, frustration, and other '
or Public Voice Items which, in our opuuon, are not for the beet Mental Disability
intangible factors that seriously
interest of our readers.
redact the quality and producLast year, President Nixon set
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMXR CO., 1509 up a citizens' committee to
tivity of lite.
Madison Me. Memphis, Tenn ; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y, study the overall problem of
The size and scope of the
Stephenson Bldg., DetrOtt, Mich.
mental disability and make recproblem, thus revealed, warrant
ommendation' for action.
a strong national strwtepY and
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
This was called the Presithe Task Force's overall recomtransmission as Second Class Matter
Mendent's Task Force on the
mendation for action against
Handicapped;
and the
mental disability urged a comSUBSCIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray, per week 35g, per tally
presented
prehensive and cogent plan of
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; report of the group,
expansion and improvement in
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions 89.00. to President Nixon, has recently
published.
been
four major areas, with adequate
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
The Task Force was conmanpower cited as basic to all
Integrity of its Newspaper"
mental
and
illness
cerned with
four:
mental
retardation,
which
Karen Black finds her relationship with Jack Nichols= anumesy
"First, prevention, to reduce
THURSDAY-FEBRUARY 25, 1971
form much of the total probthe incidence; second, treatment
one, in Columbia Pictures' "Five Easy Pieces," showing tonight
lem. and its concerns ranged
and short-term care, to bring
thru Tuesday at the Cheri Theatre on Chestnut.
from people who are acutely
,health and maximum social
disturbed for a brief period of
competence as soon as possible:
time to people ssho are severely
"Third, rehabilitation and exhandicapped for 'then° full life
We were applauding the action of the Murray
tended care to enable the disspan.
By United Press International
abled to live useful and satisState University Board of Regents in barring
Mrs. Jeanette Rockefeller
fying lives; and, last, research to
Today is Thursday, Feb. 25,
people like attorney William Kunstler from
served as Chairman of the
increase knowledge that will
the 56th day of 1971.
group.
and
Dr. Bertram S.
speaking at the university but their strong resolve
improve programs in all these
The moon is new.
Brown. Director of the National
areas."
apparently faded away with the threat of action by
The
morning
stars
are
Institute of Mental Health, as
NEW YORK (UPI) --there
The public attitude toward
the Kentucky Civil Liberties Union.
Executive Secretary. Highlights
mental illness and metal retarda- are huge profits to be made in Mercury, Venus, Mars and
from the group's report indicate
Specifically the Board move was to prohibit
tion is a vital factor in deter- the period immediately ahead," Jupiter,
the massive scope of the probmining the quality and extent of the Dines Letter says. The
The evening star is Saturn.
indictment
speakers who are under
or prosecution
lem.
efforts against the problem, the
Those born on this day are
newsletter says these periods
from speaking on the Murray State campus.
Mental illness itself is estiTask Force concluded.
do not come that often, "nor do under the sign of Pisces.
mated to cost the Nation $20
Frankly we see nothing wrong in this at all.
- The attitude of the public is
On this day in history:
billion a year and to afflict some
the, last too long, so push to
becoming
healthier,
the
report
However the Board can merely say it must pass on
In 1901 J.P. Morgan formed
20 million people. About 6 milsaid, but it was felt that this the hilt." Dines believes "now
lion Americans are mentally
all speakers, and make it stick.
change for the better should is the time to be greedy, if you the United States Steel Corp. in
retarded; and the cost of mental
not onls be continued, but also ever plan to be."
New Jersey, the nation's first
As usual the move by the Murray State Student
retardation is put at about $8
should be accelerated, by means
"billion-dollar" enterprise.
Government was under the flag of "freedom of
billion annually.
such as planned information.
In 1919 Oregon became the
The
market
performance
In both cases, not included
speech".
and public education programs
.
first state to put a tax on
are losses clia'rgeable to preby groups of parents and vol- apparently has been affected by
We still like the thinking that free speech is fine,
mature deaths, to criminal ac"the sluggishness of the busi- gasoline-1 per cent.
untarc, organizations.
but it does not permit a person to yell fire in a
-tivities of drug addicts- and
In 1967 American warships
- NIMI-1
,
ness turnaround implicit in
37271
crowded theatre.
January economic data," Stan- began shelling Vietnam.
We do not mind controversial people too much,
dard & Poor's Corp. believes. In 1970 a record $1.3 million
However, the company sees the was paid for a Vincent van
but when they are of the stripe who have appeared
change
of pace as normal and Gogh painting in New York
in the "Insight" program on prior occasions, then
adds it believes the Market's City.
we think it time to call a halt on them.
A thought for the day: Irish
underl9ing trend remains upWe know of nothing that a revolutionary, for
George
Russel
said,
ward. "Look upon any further poet
instance, has to offer us, unless he can show us
; correction as affording poten- "Twilight, a timid faun, went
something better. Dick Gregory, who spoke at a
- tial buying opportunities, rather glimmering by, and night, the
Running alarm is a vastly differnt operation than it once
than as a portent of serious dark-blue punter, followed
former Insight program, performed as we figured
fast."
was. Farming today is a highly advanced industry. The
unsettlement," S&P advises.
and merely delivered some obscene distribes.
nation depends upon today's agri-businessmen who have
against the established thinking.
I 101, Y WOOD (UPI) The fundamental reasons for
made a science of farming.
!Ali Palmer will play a featured
Mr. Kunstler. a highly intelligent attorney, has
sharp
advance
the
are still
At one time farming consisted of "40 acres and a mule,"
role in American Internationmade a fetish of representing a part of our society
there -that the administration al's
and a man did well if he was able to feed himself and his
pnititietion of Edgar Allan
will get the economy moving l'oe's
with which we want to have little relationship.
"Murders in the Rue ,
family. In 1971, the story is far different. Farming is a
existence
and
the
lower
of
We have heard and read too much about whether
Morgue-. Caviling in Madrid.
business, and agriculture is a highly advanced industry
credit and
interest
rates,
something is constitutional or not in our schools and
employing the best brains among many disciplines.
Alexander Hamilton institute
colleges and in the armed forces. The constitution
A successful career in agriculture must start at an early
believes. The company says the
does guarantee freedom for the individual in his
underlying trend is upward.
age. That is why there are such organizations as the Future
"Any declines will probably be
every day life and one of the principal freedoms it
Farmers of America which is observing FFA WEEK,
seized on by the institutions and
offers is that if he does net like what he is doing, he
February 20-27 The theme of FFA WEEK this year is "InNEW YORK (UPI): Two
individual investors for further
can quit if he does not like the school he attends, he
volved In America's Future."
major wire services have
buying," it predicts.
can quit; if he does not like the rules and
No theme could be more appropriate Nothing is more
0.: said they would no longer carry tests of the
closely involved with the future of the United States than the
regulations of the establishment where he earns a
A slowdown is not to be
broadcast alert system
raising of the food and fiber for more than 200 million people.
living, he can quit; if he does not care for the
feared, "it should be welunless safeguards are esSome facts in connection with commemoration of FFA
comed," Spear and Staff says
regulations and confining routine ofthe university
tablished
to
prevent
false alarms such as octhe firm believes that one to
WEEK have been released by The national Future Farmer,
he attends, he can quit.
a
curred Saturday.
three months of backing and
publication of the FFA.The FFA is a national organization of
If:
Personally we think it is constitutional for
United Press Intern."would
permit
filling
the
450,000 students studying vocational agriculture in 9,000
Murray State University to set up any rules within
i:.§
tional
broadcast managmarket to forge the basis for
public schools.
er Peter S. Willett urged
reason that it wants, if these rules are necessary
another advance this summer."
*:
federal
the
government
The foundation upon which it is built includes leadership,
for the smooth administration of the school. Schools
If the current rise continues :•:: to suspend testing
of the
community service, scholarship, improved agriculture,
uninterrupted, it would leave
and colleges are not designed as democratic inFmerstency Action Noticitizenship, patriotism, etc. Young people in local FHA
sensitive
and
"unduly
fication
stocks
System
until
stitutions nor is the United States Army.
chapters are developing into the agricultural leaders
prone' to a massive correction If mnasures had been imof
The regrettable part of this entire incident is that
ulemented
to
eliminate
on any bad news this spring," it
tomorrow.
s-ch as the erronious
the Student Government may get the idea all it has
adds.
. catiyerlav transmilalolto
Those engaged in agriculture are a declining percentage
to do to get what it wants is to holler for the Civil
cev.r41 thousand radio
of the total population of the country. As the numbers
of
Liberties Union and the Board of Regent‘will.g.
stations.
ive
farmers shrink, the responsibilites of each agricultural
The AP also informed
in.
Bigger bite
;
„.
producer become heavier.
the FCC it would not
•
We don't like the Civil Liberties Union in the firSt-THE HAGUE (UPI1- The
Today, on the average, every farmer feeds nearly 50
earn, the test without
Dutch treasury has asked par1. place, nor the tripe with which it normally is inA additional safeguards.
other people. Tomorrow, this figure will increase,
liament to authorize charging
and the
volved. There are too many real issues today that
:...';f0.*::::::feSt2cStOSP./At,N9$0/*41:t4M10,
need for agricultural leadership and ability will
of interest on tax debts. In
grow.
could get their attention.
compensation, the treasury
The FFA is to be commended for preparing young
people
would pay interest in cases
To this group, there is only one side, their side.
for careers in the most fundamental of all
enterpriseswhere too much tax was paid.
They are not too renowned for unemotional fact
bringing forth the bounty of the land to supply the growing
Expected annual profit: $22
THEATRES
finding.
needs of our nation and the world.
million.
DAILY FILM GUIDE
We want the Board of Regents to run Murray
•
• —
as*
State University to the best of their ability, plot
Oregon hops to it
their course, then pursue it.
SALEM, Ore. (UPI)- Ore(.111"11.k.dj,1
LEDGER
&
TD4L8
FILE
Positions on the board are not designed as
gon is the nation's second larpositions of popularity. The purpose of this board is
gest grower of' hops, used mainThe Murray Civitan Club has
announced its annual "Pancake ly in making beer. More than 7
to butt heads with reality; plot an economic course:
Day" on March 25 at the Day
& Nite Cafe and at Rudy's million pounds are grown every
design an educational plan; and use mature
A DAVID L. WOLPER Prof:1.'11.n
Restaurant.
year, making it a $4 million
judgement in' setting up rules and regulations
TOM Covington, former Murray
State grid star, has been crop.
—
honored by the Raker High School,
under which students who wish to attend Murray
Macelenny, Fla., by having
the
1961
•101/41•1•1.•Clair TIC.PCOLOS.
dedicated
to him.
State University will live.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger,
Miss Joyce Hargis, and Joe
We are just stubborn enough to stand up for what
Overby were members of a panel on
"Dating" held at the meeting
• -we know is right.
of the Murray High School
FHA.
Any decent person of general high standing, has
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Gibbs of Murray
Route One are the parents
of a baby boy born this week at
something he could tell us which would help us
the Murray Hospital
understand this world better.
AUt.)804N1 t&Oftbit)1A
This does not include any communists or
, revolutionaries here in our Republic. It does not
LEDGER Its TIMES FILE
:- include obscene, foul mouthed people. It does not
include people who may be questionable. It does not
Deaths reported are H. T. (Taylor)
- include people who attack our way of life and who
Crouse,
71, and J. J.
I Jeff Stubblefield, age 79.
are unable to name a substitute that is better.
"Mr. and Mrs Bob Miller have a
fine
looking boy", from the
We realize that young people today desire a
column, ",Seen and Heard Around
Murray".
In high school basketball New
greater part in life in general, but at the same time,
—Archer W,nsten
Concord lost to Calvert City 68
I/
to
52, Murray Training School lost to
N
PoSt
they should realize that just possibly a person twice
Sharpe 42 to 40, and Alrno lost
to Heath 54 to 40.
their age just migtit have learned something in that
Miss Suzanne Miller of Mt. Vernon,
Ill., was the guest of her
two or three decade margin.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grady Miller, and
attended Campus Lights
at
Murray
State College.
ISN'T IT THE TRUTH!
"Let's Dance" with Betty Hutton and
Fred Astaire is showing
No wife will stand still for selfit extravagance in
at the Varsity Theatre.
a husband. While it is'perfectly 11 right for him to
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••( Extras aganeet the way the other
fellow spends his money."
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Of a truth I perceive that God is no respector
of persons.-Acts
10:34.
In every nation anyone who fears God and does what is
right is
acceptable to Him.
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Children's Movie Sat. 1 til 3
40 Pounds of Trouble" Tony Curtis

•SHOW FRI. a SAT. - 11:30 p.m.
LATE
I.

MEET
WILBUR STEEL
"SUPER DADDY"
HARRY NOVAS PRESENTS
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isaBIG ME!

TALKS EACE-Israeli Ambassador to the U.S. Yitzak
Rabin talks to newsmen in
Tel Aviv as he joins, cabinet discussions' on' the
Egyptian offer to sign a
peace treaty with Israel

Davidson
S. Car, 8
Duke 82
Kentucky

REDS STEP UP
HARASSMENT
wi ON HIGHWAY 4 TO
KOMPONG SON

Cirin 79 L
Dayton 91
Miam (0)

Shown at 7:30 & 9:15
ELLIOTT GOULD
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Pro Cage Standings

NBA Standings
By United Press International
Atlantic Division
Pct. GB
W.
44 26
New York
straight points.
40 29 sao
Philadelphia
John Havlicek and Jo Jo Boston
37 33 529 T
White combined for 52 points as Buffalo
19 51 271 22
the Celtics beat Los Angeles to
Central Division
three-game
losing
a
stop
W. L. Pet. GB
streak. Havlicek scored 28
37 30 .552 ...
points and White added 24. Wilt Baltimore
2
/
26 42 .382 111
Chamberlain had 27 points to Cincinnati
26 42 3821½.
lead the Lakers but high scorer Atlanta
12 59 .169 27
Jerry West was held to just one Cleveland
field goal and 13 points.
Midwest Division
Jeff Mullins won the game
W. L. Pit. GB
with a field goal and a free
58 11 .841
Milwaukee
throw in the last two minutes
42 25 .627 15
Chicago
as San Francisco stopped the
2
/
41 27 603 161
Phoenix
Pistons. Nate Thurmond had a
39 27 591 17%
Detroit
career high 43 points for the
Warriors while Dave Bing had
Clinched &v. title
32 and Jimoy Walker 28 for
Pacific Divisioa
the Pistons.
W. L. Pct. GB
Seattle scored 13 straight Los Angeles
41 26 .612
points midway through the first San Francisco 36 35 .507 7
past Seattle
romped
quarter and
2
/
31 37 .456 101
Cleveland. Dick Snyder, who San Diego
32 30 .451 11
had 24, and Don Kojis, with 22, Portland
23 45 .338 irk
combined for 21 points in the
Wednesday's Results
first quarter to give the Sorties Boston 116 Los Angeles 96
a 10-point lead. Bobby Smith's New York 125 Cincinnati 106
19 points were high for the San Francisco 117 Detroit 115
Cavaliers.
Milwaukee 139 San Diego 104
Atlanta 118 Portland 107
Seattle 123 Cleveland 101
Only games scheduled)
JUDGE RE-ELECTED
(No Games Today)

ABA Standings
By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Virginia
- 45 22 .672 ...
Kentucky •.
36 32 .529 91
2
/
New York
32 35 .478 13
29 37 .439 15,-2
Carolina
29 40 .420 17
Floridians
28 40 .412 171
2
/
Pittsburgh
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Utah
45 20 .692 ...
Indiana
43 21 .672 PI
Memphis
36 32 .529 10L2
Denver
23 42 .354 22
Texas
•
29 45 .30825
Wednesday's Results
New York 134 Pittsbgh 108
Carolina 144 Vrgnia 137 (oti
Kentucky 126 Memphis-- 115
Floridians 112 Denver 110
Indiana 117 Texas 113
Thursday's Games
Carolina vs. Virginia
at Hampton, Va.
Floridians at Pittsburgh
Lana a
Only games scheduled)
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Rupp Returns In Time To See
Kentucky As SEC Champions

this season."
with 10 minutes to play. This
True, but Tennessee also time, the Wildcats would be
must play Vanderbilt and sending sophomore Tom Payne,
Auburn on the road plus visit also 7-2, against Gilmore who
Kentucky which it beat by only leads the nation in rebounding
four points, 75-71, when they for the second year in a row.
met on the Vote home court. "Tom
has made
Payne
"I must admit," Hall conti- remarkable progress and I'm
nued, "that I'd rather have our convinced that he'll be one of
Rupp's been hospitalized the
remaining schedule than Ten- the top players in the nation
past few weeks by a foot
nessee's and I guess when you before he finishes at Keninfection but that hasn't slowed
look at it that way, that two- tucky," Hall said. "A match
the talented Wildcats in their
game lead looks pretty big."
between Payne and Gilmore
dash to their, and Rupp's, 26th
Hall also admitted that the would be most interesting but
league title in 39 seasons.
12th-ranked Wildcats are a I'm afraid that Gilmore's
The 69-year-old Rupp, winninmuch better than now than they experience probably will give
them
of
gest college cag coach
In other NBA action WednesCollege Basketball Results
were when they played at him the edge."
all with 855 victories to his
ripped
Ily United Press Internationel day night, Atlanta
Tennessee six weeks ago.
Only major college basketball
a
in
courtside
at
sat
credit,
Portland 118-107, New York
gist
"This is a young team that is action in the Deep South tonight
Wildcats'
the
'for
wheelchair
Cincinnati
125-105,
'St Bona 105 St. Francis (NY) trounced
just starting to find itself," said is Florida State at Florida
last two games and is expected
Boston stunned Los Angeles
65
Hall. "We're hoping that this Southern and the only action
for
bench
the
to
return
to
116-96, San Francisco edged
Lafayette 115 Lehigh 83*
improvement will carry over into Friday night in Tampa at
Vanderbilt.
at
game
Saturday's
Holy Cross 109 Geo'town (DC) Detroit 117-115 and Seattle
the NCAA playoffs."
Georgia Tech.
drubbed Cleveland 123-101.
72
Kentucky (13-2 in the SEC The way Hall sees it, last But Saturday, Kentucky at
Atlanta's victory coupled with
Assumption 99 Clarf 69
and 19-4 over-all) holds a two- year's Kentucky team, which Vanderbilt and Georgia at.
Cincinnati's loss left the two
Hofstra 102 St. Peter's 94
game lead over the runnerup was 26-1 before losing to Florida will be played in the
clubs tied for second place
Boston Coll 67 Duquesne 52
Tennessee Vols (11-4, 18-5) with Jacksonville University (106- afternoon and Tennessee will be
COACH
Baltimore
the
in
behind
RESIGNS
Central
West Va. 101 Penn St 89
three games left to play. 100) in the Mideast finals, had at Auburn, Mississippi State at
Division. Pete Maravich scored
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.(UPI) Monday, the Wildcats play at an edge "because of experLaSalle 62 American 54
Alabama, LSU at Ole Miss,
—Pete Griffin has resigned as
13 of his 28 points in the third
Auburn, Tennessee's Saturday ience" on this year's team, Florida State at Miami, Georhead
football
to
at
31-19
a
period
coach
spark
Florida
Hawk
South
opponent, and close their "but it seemed to taper off gia Tech at Furman, JacksonA&M after serving in the post
burst. Lou Hudson had 30 points
Davidson 109 Va. Mil 64
regular season the following toward the end of the season ville at Houston and Tulane at
for one season. Griffin was an
for Atlanta while rookie Geoff
S. Car. 84 Wake Forest 64
Saturday at home against the while this team is on the rise." Marquette that night.
assistant to Jake Gaither at Vols.
Petrie had 25 and Jim Barnett
Duke 82 Carolina St 78
The Wildcats have scored Ole Miss sophomore Johnny
A&M for 25 years.
26 for the Trail Blazers.
Kentucky St 132 Shaw 71
more than 100 points in seven Neumann continues as the
Knicks Rally
Kentucky figures to clinch the of their last eight games and national scoring leader at 41.2
PHILADELPHIA (UPI I —
Walt Frazier hit for 26 points
conference championship no are now averaging 96 ppg —a ppg but lost any faded hopes he
Midwest
and Bill Bradley added 24 as Judge Leo Weinrott of the
later than Monday but Joe Hall, half point higher than the SEC had of matching Pete MaraCinn 79 Louisville 78
the Knicks rallied in the second Philadelphia Common Pleas
the assi,stant who has filled in season record they set last year vich's sophomore average (43.8
Dayton 90 Tampa 65
been
has
unanimously
Court
half to storm past Cincinnati.
during Rupp's absence, takes when all-America Dan Issel ppg) when he was forced to
Miam (0) 86 Xavier (0.) 72
The Knicks saw a 23-point first reelected commissioner of the
the cautious view:
was on hand.
Southwest
miss last Monday's game
half lead dwindle to just one in Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate
hope we can wim the Hall said the Wildcats would because of his father's illness.
Missouri 69 Ilcla St 67 (ot)
the
for
Football
Association
the third quarter before Frazier
conference championship and like a rematch with Jackson- However, Neumann needs only
West
and Willis Reed clicked off six 22nd consecutive year.
go to the Mideast Regionals ville (currently ranked No. 6 94 points in his last three
Air Force 74 Regis 70
Louis Dampier and Jim Ligon next month, but it isn't as easy
By United Press International
nationally with a 21-2 record) in games to become only the
consecutive
13
It looks as if the American combined for
-Tas it _ looks," Hall insisted. the Mideast Regionals-, March second major college player
Basketball Association's East- points in the third quarter to -Playing Vanderbilt and Au- 18-20 at Athens, Ga.
ever to reach 1,000 points in his
ern Division rade is going tote boost Kentucky past Memphis. burn on the road is a tough Issel was outplaying Jackson- sophomore season.
the
-for
points
32
had
Dampier
a bitter fight to the very end.
assignment and, don't forgetn ville's 7-foot-2 Artis Gilmore
The Virginia Squires hold a Colonels and rookie Dan Issel Tennessee already beat us once before he fouled out last year
2-game scored 24.
/
fairly comfortable 91
advantage, but only eight Rick Barry scored 20 of his
games separate the next five game-high.35 points in the first
BY DON CARR
teams in the division and it half to lead the Nets to a rout of
Pittsburgh, New York's sixth
should get closer.
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
victory in its last seven games.
MAJOR GAMES OF 2-27-71-CONTINUED
MAJOR GAMES OF 2-27-71:
Virginia lost in Wednesday John Brisker led the Condors
CONNECTICUT
12
MISSISSIPPI STATE RHODE ISLAND
3
ALABAMA
Gets
ARKANSAS
11
RICE
TENNESSEE
1
AUBURN
night's action but the next four with 21.
BUCKNELL
21
RUTGERS
TEXAS AN M
4
BAYLOR
teams—Kentucky, New York, Mack Calvin's 20-foot jump
CANISIUS
BONAVENTURE
12
ST.
CHICAGO
38
STATE
BRADLEY
they affect the roll of the ball
By OHN G. GRIFFIN
Carolina and the Floridians won. shot with five seconds left gave
IONA
16
ST. PETERS
ARIZONA STATE
9
BRIGHAM YOUNG
UPI Sports Editor
from different spots."
RENO
Carolina beat Virginia 144-137 theFloridians their triumph
28
SAN FRANCISCO
OREGON STATE
8
CALIFORNIA
LAS VEGAS
7
SANTA CLARA
4
COLUMBIA
DARTMOUTH
NARK JUICY GRAYS
in overtime, Kentucky downed over Denver. Calvin had 28 PALM BEACH GARDENS, The 29-year-old Stockton, who
NO. CAROLINA ST.
4
SOUTH CAROLINA
8
CINCINNATI
DAVIDSON
Fla. (UPI(—The whole field said he is "tired and rundown,"
nd
York_
New
Floridians
126-115,
the
for'
points
Memphis
WASHINGTON
9
SO. CALIFORNIA
XAVIER-0010
7
DAYTON
ripped Pittsburgh 134-104 and teammate Larry Jones had 26 had its eye on Arnold Palmer, shot a one-over-par 35-38.-73 in
EVANSVILLE
7
SO. 114,111015 LI3YOLA-ILLINOIS
7
omonot
bit
GOLGATE
14
SYRACUSE
MANKATO
De PAUL
18
the Floridians edged Deriver while Larry Cannon's 25 points and Palmer had his Weather his windup. He was a
TEXAS
6
eye on the wind today in the optimistic over his chances.
T. C. U.
BOWLING GREEN
5
DETROIT
112-110. Indiana beat Texas 117- were high for the Rockets.
S. M. U.
7
TEXAS TECH
ST. LOUIS
6
DRAKE
all
113 in a Western Division game. Billy Keller, scoreless in the opening round of the 53rd PGA The wind has concerned
19
WASHINGTON STATE
U. C. L. A.
SETON HALL
12
DUKE
the golfers in practice and
first half, scored 20 points in golf championship.
ARIZONA
10
UTAH
16
NIAGARA
DUQUESNE
Bob Verga scored 10 points in the second half as Indiana The big questions as a field of Palmer turned forecaster.
4
NEW MEXICO STATE
UTAH STATE
9
EAST TENNESSEE
E. KENTUCKY
Samos WOO
8
KENT STATE
VIRGINIA TECH
COLORADO STATE
5
EL PASO
the last four minutes of cruised past Texas. Mel Daniels 146 began the 72-hole test over "At this time of the year in
MURRAY
6
W. KENTUCKY
STONE HILL
12
FAIRFIELD
time to tie the game had 27 points and Roger Brown the 7,096-yard PGA National Florida," he said, -the wind
regulation
10
RICHMOND
WM. 6 MARY
GEORGIA
11
FLOR6A
was whether moves around the clock every
and hit for seven more during 21 for the Pacers as they Club course
OTHER GAMES OF 2-27-71.
MIAMI-FLORIDA
12
FLORIDA STATE
the overtime to win it as oved to within a „game and a Palmer's first victory in 14 few days. Thursday it should be
CANNON
20
AKRON
N. Y. U.
21
FORMAN
SUII-DSOP PIM
29
PHILANDER SMITH
ARK. A-M 6 N
MANHATTAN
7
GEORGETOWN-D.C.
Carolina stopped the Squires. half of first-place Utah in the months last week means his from the southeast, but by
14111110RUILS
14
BELLAR1I1NE
ASHLAND
FURMAN
12
GEORGIA TECH
Charlie Scott had 31 points for West. Gene Moore scored 29 fpr return to rule all the pros —and Sunday it should be around in
Fervor WINN, • NNW"
BALTIMORE ODUNTY
23
BALTIMORE
IS column-N.Y.
HARVARD
fairly
29)n
and
would
northwest
wind
had
the
gusting
the
Verga
the Squires and
111 Magda It. TOM=
HOUGHTON
20
the.Chaps and Joe Hamilton how
BINGHAMPTON
CENTENARY
14
HAWAII
°".
strong."
affect the star's play.
37
PLAITS BURG
only 29 minutes.
BROCKPORT
KINGS POINT
14
HOFSTRA
had 28.
WESTERN ILLINOIS
16
CENTRAL MICH.
BOSTON COLLEGE
6
"I feel my game is reasonaHOLY CROSS
FRANCIS MARION
CHARLESTON COL. 39
5 - MINNESOTA
,
TLLINOIS
bly good right now," said
CHATTANOOGA
OGLETHORPE
12
NORTHWESTERN
12
INDIANA
Palmer, who at 41 is making
18
MARTIN
DELTA STATE
WISCONSIN
7
IOWA
another bid for the only major
KUTZTOWN
16
E.-STROUDSBURG
HOUSTON
2
JACKSONVILLE-F.
WHITMAN
25
EASTERN WASH.
COLORADO
7
KANSAS
championship that has escaped
PARKSIDE
15
EDWARDSVILLE
VANDERBILT
3
KENTUCKY
him during his illustrious
10
THOMAS MORE
GEORGETOWN -KY.
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
9
LASALLE
career. That could be the best
40
NORTHAND
GREEN BAY
NORTH TEXAS
20
LOUISVILLE
19
WILMINGTON-UNC
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
news for his fans in "Arnie's
TULANE
32
MARQUETTE
15
HARTFORD
TRINITY-CONN.
WEST VIRGINIA
4
MARYLAND
army," - an(l the worst for his
MADISON
F. D.
17
GEORGE WASHINGTON HARTWICK
18
MASSACHUSETTS
20-victories circle for each of foes. .
HAVER FORD
DREW
15
WICHITA
10
By BOB Di PIETROQ
MEMPHIS STATE
resident
the last three years, ended his Palmer, Florida
MILLIKIN
14
ILL. WESLEYAN
WESTERN MICHIGAN
10
MIAMI -OHIO
UPI Sports Writer
29
LINCOLN -MISSOURI
KENTUCKY STATE
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year in New York's otherstise including last year, admits that
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PEPPERDINE
Manager Charlie Fox phoned disappointing season, was given he wants to win this one, "very
DUBUWE
15
WARTBURG
BROWN
16
PRINCETON
PIEDMoNT
12
W. CAROLINA
Mays Wednesday and told him a pay boost to an estimated hadly.". He declined to reveal
ASSUMPTION
8
PROVIDENCE
GRAND CANYIRR
17
W. KEW MEXICO
MICHIGAN STATE
11
PURDUE
to come anyway to the Giants' $80,000 from the $65,000 of a his score in his final practice
MISSED- 220
PC1-848
BIT- 4030
SEASONS RECORD'
Casa Grande, Ariz., training year ago. Shamsky received a round Wednesday. saying he
--COPYRIGHT 1971 BY CARR SPORTS RATINGS SERVICE
base. Usually it is against the raise from $40,000 to 445,000,
was "just horsing around,
Gents' rules for an unsigned
Wilbur Wood, a relief pitcher testing out the grain of the
player to work out with the wh appeared in 77 games last Bermuda greens to see how
tearn;,:;.-but Fox wanted the season, and outfielder-first
classy eenterfielder to get in baseman Tom McCraw signed
HEAVYWEIGHT\EIGHT
some work.
their contracts with the Chicago
UPI)—Jim
YORK
NEW
Mays, who reportedly earned White Sox. while outfielder Jim
$125,000 last year, is being Northrup Came to terms with Hcrward, the 1966 national AAU
represented in his contract the Detroit Tigers just minutes champion, faces Bobby Mashnegotiations for former San before he was due to reporl to burn tonight in an eight-round
Francisco manager Herman their 1-akeland. Fla., camp. heavyweight bout at Sunnyside
Franks. Franks will arrive in That left the Bengals with only. Garden. Mashburn was a 1
Phoenix Saturday for a salary infielders Aurelio Rodriguez New York Golden Gloves
confernce with Giants' owner and Cesas Gutierrez unsigned. Finalist.
Horace Stoneham and Mays.
The Cleveland Indians' fire3
Outfielder Bobby Bonds, in- balling left-hander, Sam McFuentes and Dowell, a 20-game winner in STABLE FLU EPIDEMIC
Tito
fielder
catcher Dick Dietz also are 1970, said Wednesday he would SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
among the unsigned. A .giants' rather be playing "somewhere (-UPI) -A flu epidemic swept
spokesman said all three Were else than not at all," as he the barn area at El Comanclose to signing and probably continued to hold out for a (tante track and kept most of
would be in camp by the contract in the neighborhood of the horses at this oval in their
stalls Wednesday.
OPEN: 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat
weekend.
8100,000.
Guzman Torres,
McNally Signs—U.5G
McDowell, in a statement 'Dr. Adrian
Racing
12 p.m. Sunday
Elsewhere along the signings- telephoned from his Pittsburgh the ,puerte--.. Rican
and-holdoutsfront,left-hander home to the Tribes' base...in Administration , veterinarian,
Dave McNally, a 24-game Tucson, Ariz., said he wanted said the& horses' symptons-lirere
winner last year for the world to stay. with Cleveland but similar to human flue victims
PHONE 753-4141
champion Baltimore Orioles didn't want to miss spring 'They coughed, had .congested
Itiugs_an0 ran a temperature
and a member of the charmed training._
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
The Milwaukee Bucks feel
that they've only just begun.
The Bucks became the first
club to clinch a National
Basketball Association divisional title this season Wednesday
night when they clobbered the
San Diego Rockets 139-104 to
win the Midwest championship.
"It feels terrific," said Coach
Larry Costello. "It's good to
win the division. It means we

PDA NANG
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open the playoffs at home. But
now we have to point for the
playoffs. We have to get
ready."
Bucks Explode
The Bucks moved out to a
nine-point halftime lead and
exploded for 77 points in the
second half to turn the game into
a rout. Bobby Dandridge had 33
points to lead the Bucks while
Oscar Robertson had 26 and Lew
Alcindor, playing only 31
minutes, had 20.

By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
It looks like Adolph Rupp will
be getting back to work just in
time to see his Kentucky
Wildcats win another Southeastern Conference basketball
championship.

ABA East Looks Like
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Parker Ford, Inc.
"EARLY SPRING SPECIAL"

During the remainder of February and March, we will

1 6:45
'1.00 •
SUN.
vs,wd,
ODIURNO

MG

give a 10% discount on all tune-up parts and brake e

What Bounty!
Tender, delicious Shrimp, Golden
Fried Oysters, Mouth Watering Filet
of Flounder . . . Served with
Heavenly Cole Slaw, Mountains of
French Fries, and Smacking Good
Hushpuppies.
* FREE PERCH or CATFISH for
PIRATES UNDER 6
* TOKEN CHARGE JUST 50' FOR
STOWAWAYS 6-12

Taptairfs
Witrilen

linings installed in our shop!

Remember: "Service Built Our Business"

Highway 641 North

Murray, Ky.

Pit 41111111110,.,
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Mrs. Ronnie Oakley
Honored At Shower
At The Bell Home
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.'AGE FOUR

To Be Married In June

Jackson-Stubblefield Engagement

Mrs.J.

jimato
4 V
ot
ed

Thursday, February 23
Senior Recitals of Don Condon,
Liverpool, N. Y., piano, and Jim
Evans, Dolgeville, N. Y., percussion, will be at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Building at eight
p.m. No charge.

.Mrs. Ronnie Oakley, the
former Miss Carolyn Manning,
was honored with a househol
shower recently at the home of
Mrs. Tom Bell.
Hostesses were Mrs. Torn Bell,
Mrs. Gleen Pucket, and Miss
Mahaile Bell.
Games were enjoyed with the
prizes being won by Mrs. Billy
Starks and Mrs. Earl Crick, The
door prize was won by Mrs.
Jewell Crick.
The honoree chose to wear a
red weel jumper with white long
sleeve blouse. At her shoulder
was pinned a white corsage.
The -honoree was assisted in
opening her nice and useful gifts,
by her husband and Miss Mahali
Bell.
Cookies, potato chips, mints,
nuts, and Cokes were served to
the guests.

Mrs. Glenda Smith Ezell Home Scene
Of Meeting Of
Hostess For Meet
Members of the Omicron Alpha Wadesboro Club

The Magazine Club will have a
luncheon at the Woman's Club
House with Mrs. W. Z. Carter and
Mrs. C. C. Lowry as hostesses.
The Gamma Omicron chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Baptist Student Center at 7:30
p.m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murrah Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames A. D. Wallace, H. B.
Bailey, Jr., J. J. Roach, L. K.
Pinkley, and Purdom Outland as
hostesses.
The
Kentucky
Nurses
Association will meet at the First
United
Methodist Church,
Mayfield, at seven p.m.

Griffith Home Is
Scene Of Women's
Society Meeting

The Almo PTA will sponsor a
grade tournament at the school
with the doors to open at six p.m.
Refreshments will be on sale.
Admission is 10 and 25 cents.

The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Coles
Miss Dortha Sue Jackson
Camp Ground United Methodist
Church held its regular monthly
Wednesday,
The engagement of Miss Dortha Sue Jackson to Larry Andrew
The Baptist Women and
on
meeting
February 17, at the home of Mrs. Stubblefield has been announced by her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Baptist Young Women of Sinking
James Griffith.
Willie Johnson of Murray Route Two. The groom-elect's parents Spring Baptist Church will have a
A potluck supper was served at are Mr.and Mrs. Louden Stubblefield of 905 Main Street, Murray. joint study of the book, "The
Miss Jackson is a graduate of Calloway High School. She is Diakonic Task", with Rev. R. A.
six p.m. followed by the program
Stinker as the teacher, at the
with Mrs. Griffith as the leader. presently a freshman at Murray State University.
Mrs. Standley Letterman and
Mr. Stubblefield is a graduate of Murray High School. He is church at seven p.m. The public
is invited.
Mrs. Homer Fred Williams employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
assisted with the program. The
A June wedding is planned.
Robertson Cub Sent
. scripture was read by Mrs Keith
will have its Blue and Geld
Letterman and the closing prayer
Banquet at the school at 6:30 p.m.
was led by Mrs. Harold Fones.
Members present were Mrs.
Charlie Lassiter Mrs. Raymond
Abby Gail is the name chosen
Friday, February 21
Wrather, Mrs. Harold Fones, by Mr. and Mrs. Edward L.
The Church Women United will
Mrs. Standley Letterman, Mrs. Phillips, 1713 W. Walnut, Benton,
have its annual business meeting
Boyce Norman, Mrs. Keith for their baby girl, weighing
Maggie Cochran, Staff Home
Letterman, Mrs. Homer Fred seven pounds four ounces, born Economist with the Maytag at the educational building of the
First United Methodist Churcch
Williams, Mrs. Austelle Crouse, on Sunday, February 21, at 3:09 Company's Home
Service
Mrs. Marvin Scott, and Mrs. a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Department, headquarters in at ten a.m. New officers will be
installed,
James Griffith.
County Hospital.
Newton, Iowa, will present a
The next regular meeting will They have another daughter, fashion show at the Purchase
be held on Wednesday, March 17, Amy, age three. The father is Area Charm Schools, Thursday, The spring banquet of the
Baptist Student Union will be
at 7:30 p.m.
employed by the Pennwalt
held
at the Murray Woman's Club
Corporation, Calvert City.
House at 6:30 p.m. Executive
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Council members will be inWilliam T. Phillips. and Mr.
stalled. Tickets at $2.10 each are
and Mrs. Clarence Warlick, all of
available at the BSU, North 15th
Benton. Mrs. Doyle Bialcney of
Street.
Benton is a great grand mother.

FBIRTHS41 'Fashion Show Will

Be Feature Of The
Charm Schools

Pb... 753-011 or 753.4N7'

Surkeen

(Love
Studio Photo)
_
—
Miss

Freda Carol Brandon

Mr. and Mrs. Preston Brandon of Hazel Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Freda Carol, to Stephen Wayne Carraway, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William N. Carraway of Murray Route Two.
The bride-elect is a junior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Carraway is a member of the 1971 graduating class of
Calloway County High School and is employed parttime with
Suiter's Shell Station.
A June wedding is planned.

Luncheon & Auction Olga Hampton BW
Held By Sisterhood Has Regularr Meet
At Simmons' Home The Olga Hampton Baptist

Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda met The home of Mrs. Autumn
at the home of Mrs. Glenda Ezell was the scene of the
Smith, Bailey Road, Murray, on meeting of the Wadesboro
Monday, February 1, at seven Homemakers Club held On
o'clock in the evening for a Wednesday, February 17, at tenspecial work session on the thirty o'clock in the morning.
chapter scrapbook.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie presented
The theme used for the the lesson on "The Use of the
" Blender" and prepared delicious
scrapbook is -Happiness Is
and covers a period from April recipes which were served to the
1969 to March 1971 and will be group at the noon hour.
entered in competition with books The president, Mrs. David
from the entire State of Kentucky Plamer, presided. Mrs. Max Hurt
at the convention to be held at gKre the devotion on "Love"
Gabes Inn, Owensboro in March reading from John 15:12-18. Mrs.
1971.
Clindton Burchett, secretary
The civer, made of satin and called the roll with members
velvet, was designed and con- giving historical facts they
structed by Helen Spann.
remember
about
George
Members present for the work Washington and Abraham Linsession were Glenda Smith, coln.
Helen Spann, Diana Myers, Mrs. Lowell Palmer gave the
Carolyn Parks, Jean Richardson, landscape notes. Mrs. Ernest
Judy Scribner, and Jeanie Mae Futrell directed the recreational
Lamb.
period with Mrs. Hurt and Mrs.
Refreshments of Coke and Baron Palmer winning the
cookies were served by the prizes.
hostess at the end of the session. Other menils present, not
The next regular meeting will previously mentioned, were Mrs
be held on Tuesday, February 23, Clarence Culver, Mrs. Gusts
at 7:00 p.m. at the Woodmen Hall Conner, Mrs. Virgie Clark, Mrs
for the purpose of working on the Clete Young, Mrs. Burma Mcscrapbook.
Daniel, Mrs. Jim Washer, and
Mrs. Lynn Robinson.
The next meeting will be held
Try adding lemon juice to
the water used for making on Wednesday, March 17, at one
ice cubes for iced tea and p.m. at the home of Mrs. Clete
tall fruit drinks.
Young.

- Anniversary

Women of the Sinking Spring ,
Members of Chapter M of the Baptist Church met Tuesday,
P.E.O. Sisterhood enjoyed a pot February 16, in the church
luck luncheon and silent auction assembly room with the
at the home of Mrs. A. W. Sim- president, Mrs. Terry Sills,
mons, Jr., Saturday, February presiding.
20, at 12 p.m. Mrs. Olga Freeman
Mrs. Crawford McNeely, study
was assisting hostess'.
The president, Mrs. Henry chairman, announced plans for
McKenzie, conducted a short the book study to be held
business meeting. She discussed February 25 at the church with
with members a new project, the Bapilst Young Women as
proposed by officers of the hostesses. Plans are being made
Supreme Chapter, whereby to observe the week of prayer for
Cub Scout Pack 57 will have its mature women might be assisted home missions March 7-14.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M.
Blue and Gold Dinner in the in an educational program
Miss Brenda Miller, bride-elect Jezik, College Courts, Murray,
The study session on "Racial
fellowship hall of the First leading toward chosen careers.
of Rehna Owen was com- are the parents of a baby boy,
Understanding" was led by Mrs.
six
p.m.
Church
at
Christian
to
the
This would be in addition
plimented with a bridal shower Michael Chad, weighing six
McNeely. The hymn, "Forward
three educational philanthropies Through The Ages" was sung and
. on Thursday, February 18, at six- pounds twelve ounces, born on
held
at
singing
will
be
A
gospel
the
by
maintained
already
thirty o'clock in the evening at Saturday, February‘20, at 7:26
the call to prayer was by Mrs.
the Calvary Temple, Pentecostal Sisterhood. These are: The
the home of Mrs. Beulah Gordon, a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Chestnut
and
Church of God,
P.E.O. Educational Fund, Cottey
707 Chestnut Street, Murray.
County Hospital.
Cherry Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Junior College For Women at Others
The gracious hostesses for the
pressent
The new father is a senior at
were
Nevada, Mo., and the In- Mesdames Billy Paschall,
special event were Miss Jackie Murray State University and is a
ternational Peace Scholarship Marvin Billington, Bobby Stark,
Budzko, Miss Wanda Garrett, member of the football squad.
Saturday, Februars 27
Program.
Gerald Dan Cooper, Eugene
• and Miss Sharon Underwood. Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
The Alpha Department of the
Mrs. Don Fuqua, Cottey Nance, James H. Kuykendall,
They presented the honoree, her Stephen Jezik of Rivervale, N. J.,
Murray Woman's Club will have
College chairman, announced Harding Galloway, Sonny
- mother, Mrs. Jack Miller, and and Mr. and Mrs. Riley Johnston
Miss Maggie Cochran
its noon luncheon at the club
that Miss Anne Simpson, a 1968 Lockhart, and Carlos Bailey, the
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Lloyd of Benton. Great grandparents
March 11, in Paducah at the house with Mrs. Charles F. Hinds
graduate of the college, had been latter being a guest.
Owen, with corsages of yellow are Mrs. Donie Johnston of
Assembly Room of the RECC Miss Rozella Henry, Mrs. Harlan
appointed to the office of college
carnations trimmed in gold.
Sharpe and Mr. and Mrs. Claude Building, 2900
South Beltline Hodges, Mrs. Robert Hornsby;
relations, formerly known as Refreshments were served by
Chestnut Street
The honoree opened her many Darnell of Hardin.
Highway, and Saturday, March apd Mrs. J. I. Hosick as
public relations. Devotions were Mrs. Collins and Mrs. Kuykenlovely gifts which had been
13, in Mayfield at the First hostesses.
given by Mrs. W. J. Pitman who dall.
placed on a table centered with a Scott Darrell is the name
Methodist Church from 9:30
decorative bridal centerpiece. chosen by Mr.and Mrs. James K.
read from James 5:7-14. Mrs.
12:30. Notice that the Paducah
The hostesses' gift to the honoree Phillips of Benton Route Four for
Paul W. Sturm and Mrs. James
Charm School's location has been
was a lovely wedding book.
Berhow planned and directed the
their baby boy, weighing seven
changed from the McCracken
Games were played and pounds, born on Monday,
silent auction.
County Courthouse to the RECC
refreshments of punch, cookies, February 22, at 3:22 p.m. at the
The 1971-72 program theme,
canapes,candy, and potato chips Murray-Calloway County
"Culture Through Beauty," will
Miss Cochran has appeared on
were served by the hostesses.
Hospital.
begin with the next meeting
programs throughout the country
at the home of
Twenty persons were present They have one other son, Kyle
Mrs. Lennis Fisk and Mrs !la March I, at 7:30
with utility companies, extension
or sent gifts.
Lee, age three. The father is
Mrs. George Hart. Annual
service home economists and Douglass presented the lesson on
reports of officers and committee
employed at Airco Chemical,
educational institutions. She also "Decoupage" §t the meeting of
will be due at that time,
chairmen
Calvert City.
the
Nature's Pelette Garden Club
conducts and assists in numerous
will be elected.
officers
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. special
and
programs of Maytag held on Wednesday, February 17,
Colorful, fresh flowers added a
Kermit Phillips of Jackson,
Dealers and various other groups at nine o'clock in the morning at
of spring to the spacious
Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. Robert associated with
the appliance the Community Center on Ellis touch
D. Wiles of Benton. Great
for the luncheon. Out of
home
Drive.
industry.
members present were Mrs.
Members of the executive grandparents are Clyde Gordon
Born in Arkansas City, Kansas, Following the lesson each town
board of the Kirksey Parent- and Mrs. Manella Howlett, both she attended schools there, and member made one or more Edward M. Nunnelee and Mrs.
, Mayfield.
Teacher Association met at the of Benton.
received a B. S. Degree in home beautiful plaques with the Berhow,
home of Mrs. Harold Pones on
economics, with a major in assistance of the leaders.
Friday, February 19, at one
clothing retailing from Kansas Mrs. Kenton Miller,president, Apple Treat
o'clock in the afternoon
State University, Manhattan. presided at the meeting. At noon
or
The group discussed plans for,
Miss Cochran is a member of the a potluck luncheon was served For a breakfast fruit
stuffed
; the year with Mrs Fones,
American Home Economics with Mrs Burman Parker as dessert, baked apples
president, presiding Refreshwith chopped prunes and nuts are
Association and Chi Omega hostess
ments were served.
Present were Mesdames 011ie tops. Use two cooking apples and
Social Sorority.
r
Those present were Mesdames
Miss Cochran's fashion show Brown, Ila Douglass, Harold pare the top third. Core and fill
Mrs. Clifton E. Jones opened promises to be
prunes
Glen Gibbs, Bill Crick, Edward
different from all Eversmeyer, E. S. Ferguson, with equal parts chopped
Willie, Elvin Crouse. Richard her home for the meeting of the other fashion shows, It will in- Lennis Fisk, S. L Horn, I H. and nuts. Stick with whole cloves.
Pleasant
Grove clude the latest and
dish with a
Armstrong, Charles Coleman, South
newest in Key, R. Q.. Knight, Kenton Place in a baking
Homemakers Club held on the
Rudy Lovett, and Fones.
fabric development as it relates Miller, Burman Parker, Cletus sirup made of one-third cup sugar
Cover
second Monday in February at to wardrobe
care. This fashion Robinson taxi Little Miss Denise and one-half eup water.
one o'clock in the afternoon.
and bake in moderate oven till
show is different in that not all Eversmeyer.
The lesson on -How To Use The garments modeled will
look as The next meeting will be held tender.
Blender" was presented by Mrs. they really should. How
to get on Wednesday, March 17, at ten
Jones who served refreshments good results will be
Dieters
contrasted a.m. with Mrs. Eversmeyer
made by the blender. These in- with some of the frequent presenting the lesson on "Making
cluded potato fluff, blue cheese laundering practices that create Sand Candle Holders".
Calorie counters should include
dip, and strawberry bavarian bad results. See how modern
as many fresh vegetables and
Robert Cole of Murray has creme.
fibers, fabrics and laundry
fruits in their diet as possible.
been dismissed from Lourdes
Mrs. Milford Orr, president, equipment complement each Home Economists, coordinated The extra bulk of uncooked foods
Hospital. Paducah.
presided at the meeting and Mrs. other and contribute to the era of by Catherine C. Thompson and makes them more "filling" than
Mrs. Dean Roper, Home
Dan Billington gave the devotion. effortless elegance.
cooked foods. And each meal
Mrs Jackie Budzko, 707 Mrs Kent Simpson was also
Economists Specializing in
The
Charm
School
should contain at least one food of'
is
planned
Chestnut Street, Murray, has present.
Clothing & Textiles, for the
and presented as a cooperative
which the dieter can eat as much
been invited to pledge Alpha
University
of
Kentucky
Two visitors were Mrs. Carlos effort of the Purchase Area
he wants. Lettuce, celery,
as
at
sorority
Sigma Alpha social
Kelso and Mrs. Gerald Paschall. Clothing I.eaders of the
mushrooms, cucumbers, green
51urra State University She is a
The program is open to the
The next meeting will be held Cooperative Extension
pepper, radishes, cabbage,
Downtown Shopping Center — —
freshman majoring in biology at (he home of Mrs. Dan
public. A registration fee of $I 00 broccoli,
spinach,
and
'Homemakers
Clubs
and the
Mrs.
daughter
of
for Adults and 8 50 for students
and is the
Billington on Monday, March 8. University
this
cauliflower fall into,
of
Kentucky
will be charged
Beulah Gordon
at one p m
category.
Cooperative E.xtension Service

..-t
;Miss,Brenda Miller
!Complimented With
Bridal Shower

SALE!
Including

SPRING & SUMMER
MERCHANDISE

DoraMae Shop
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENIER

"Decoupage" Lesson
Presented At Meet
Of Garden Club

Kirksey PTA Board
Has Meeting t-riday

SHOE SALE!! 1
Sale Ends Saturday,
February 27, 1971

Homemakers Club
Has Regular Meet
With Mrs. Jones

A P'e440-41\
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Committee Guides Work Of
The Local FFA Chapters

_•
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Federal State
Market Report

graduation, Randy plans to attend Murray State University Cattle this week 90
Calves this week 4
and major in agriculture.
COMPARED
TO ONE WEEK
Paul Rushing is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fasanklin Rushing, AGO: Slaughter cows 1.00-2.00
Mw-ray Route Two. He is a lower, feeder steers and heifers
member of the Hickory Grove h3.00-4.00 lower.
Church of Christ and has been a SLAUGHTER COWS: Couple
member of FFA for four years. of low Utility 18.25-19.50, Cutter
He holds membership in the Beta 17.00-18.25, Canner 15.00-17.00.
Club, Pep Club and is on the FEEDER STEERS: Choice
mixed
Student Council. He is a m 300-500 lbs. 32.50-35.00,
Varsity Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
the
of
member
Basketball Team and was elected 30.00-32.50.
Choice
"Citizen of the Month" for FEEDER HEIFERS:
28.50-30.25 with a few
January. He is a delegate to the 300-500 lbs.
to 32.00, 500-700
Purchase District Federation. High Choice up
mixed
Good and
27.00-29.00,
lbs.
His farming program includes
25.50-2.50.
production of beef cattle, hogs, Choice 300-500 lbs.
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Hospital Report
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PRICES ,isl
III

IS

ARE THE I:1
WEST EVER.fAU
You Cannot Beat Our
111
Day In Day Out Discount Pricesi:i1;
9-9 Mon-Sat
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone: 753-8304

!l!

February 19, 1971
ADULTS 94
NURSERY 8

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Louise Disinger,
David Gibson, Rt. 7, Camelot Dr.,
Murray, Leo Green, College Ct.,
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Oakley (Mrs. Shelia Murray, Mrs. Lena Flood and
Oakley), Rt. 8, Box 62, Benton. Baby Boy, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Patricia Knight and Baby Boy,
609 Olive, Murray, Mrs. Nova
DISMISSALS
Jay Futrell,501 N. 7th, Murray, Japes and Baby Girl, Box 117,
Mrs. Marilyn Lax, Rt. 4, Murray, Farmington, Curbie Mitchuson,
Robert Waters, Rt. 4, Murray, Rt. 5, Cadiz, Mrs Elizabeth
Bill Felts, Rt. 1, Murray, Orean Warren, Rt. 5, Murray, Master
Adams, Rt. 1, Dexter, Woodrow Phillip Bryn, 1117 Circarama Dr.,
Collins, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Doris Murray, Mrs. Beatrice Phillips,
Boggess and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Rt. 1, Alm°, Henry Boyd, 1604
Dexter, Harold Stone, Rt. 7, Box College Eerie Rd., Murray, Mrs.
230, Murray, William Morris, 100 Hayrus Fair, 60 Vine, Murray.
Sharpe St., Murray, Mrs. Goldie Mrs. Helen Rayburn, 601 Vine,
Edwards, Rt. 1, Hazel, Willie Murray, Mrs. Maggie Upchurch
Litchfield, Rt. 3, Murray, L. T. (From Cony. Div.) (expired).
Willis (expired), 206 Spruce St.,
Murray, Mrs. Pauline Wainscott,
401 S. 16th, Murray, James
Ashley, Rt. 1, Fulton.
February 22, 1971
ADULTS 97
February 20, 1971
NURSERY 6
ADULTS 90
NEWBORN 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

The closer you
shave... the more
you need

NOXZEMA
MEDICATED
COLD CREAM

III
lB

NOXZEM

3.5 oz.-REG. 89'
II

Ill

RA
,
C°NCENT
....

WHY PAY MORE?El

Arm

HI

II

PREPARATION Wasuotais
n zelIngi"•:F.
Shrinks Hemorrhoids 1.
' Reg. 1135
•

III
or moo </sr

ill

14s
.•

•••••

II

Niw

"
MI WIWI 314,011
IbE It E m

Arthritis Stifferhts:
Aflhdtls

100 TABLETS
REGULAR

2-0z. S 1 44
s2.29
ISuppositories

From the
Makers of,

2.00 VALUE

ANACIN
$

analgesic

hi

Tablets

OINTMENT
OR
SUPPOSITORIES

HI

III

Baby Girl Lawrenro (Mrs. III
Geraldine Lawrence), Rt.' 7,
Baby Boy Jezik (Mrs. Barbara Murray, Baby Boy Phillips(Mrs. 11
Jezik), 214 College Ct., Murray. Carolyn Phillips), Rt. 4, Benton. o;

SHAVE

ioi
AioRE
WHYllip A y6

Ill

VEDC/eing
btcAThQ

Skin Cream
formula

III

'"I

NEWBORN ADMISSION

II

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Barbara Coy, Rt. 1,
Dexter,
Mrs.
Margaret
Wadeking, Wells Hall, Murray
State University, Mrs. Agnes
Jackson, 205 E. Walnut St.,
Murray, Elroy Sykes, Box 301,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Chris
Spiceland, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Jeanne Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Sandra Parrish and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Murray, Buford
Bailey, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Virginia Dixon, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Ruby Brandon, Rt. 4, Hazel
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Maybelle
Warren, Rt. 5, BoX 112, Murray,
Baby Boy Hopkins, Rt. 2, Box 43,
Murray.
February 21, 1971
ADULTS 92
NURSERY 5

DISMISSALS
iii
Bennie Simmons, 812 S. 9th,
Murray, Miss Billie Hendrix, 901
Sycamore, Murray, Luther III
Evans, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Coleman, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Steen and Baby Girl, Box
35, Hardin, Mrs. Martha Smith, III
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Mary Swann, 'S
1710 Ryan St., Murray, Mrs. iii
Cordie Matheny, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Beulah Fielder, 601 Ellis
ii
Dr., Murray.
'S
111
11!

Federal State
Market Report
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LIVING
ROOM
SUITES

1 - 90-INCH

WHY PAY MORE?
Ben a skg
•

NOXZEMA
noxzerna SKIN CREAM
The Modern Skin

Cream!
6-oz
REGULAR 11.20

)1 $1.15

SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES ON EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE!!

41

COME BY AND SEE FOR YOURSELF "YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID

+

44

CO.
HAZEL FURNITURE
HAZEL, ItY

:I'

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++44

Value

•
-111Why 42..ay More?

P-1 AM POG,

III

115
III

!
iiI!

!I!

!I!
III
III

!I!
Ill
III
III
P!
I'

!I!
Ill

!I!

!I!
HI

Tungsten

U'

Steel

ELEPHANT SEALS THRIVE
511
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)
-A rare bit of good news from
the ecology front: the elephant
Hi
seal is thriving.
The big seals-some are 16 111
feet long and weigh 5,000 II
pounds-were threatened with IH
extermination a century ago
when they we*'hunted for
IS
their fine-quality oil
III
The State Fish and Game
!
I
Department reported Tuesday !
that 10,000 of the elephant seals III
are living on islands off the
southern California and Mexi- In
can coasts
Mitchell incited
(1
1101.11.YWIM )I)
Cameron Nlityliell hoe
-igeted It, 14141ar with Sidtli21
Poitier and Harr, Ilichifint&
and thr Pri•sell#14"
iii
tires.
film Col his

II!

iii

INJECTOR

hi

BEDROOM
4! Chairs
by Gnffaw
SUITE by Bassett
+ Tables
Rails, Queen Mattress and
Antique Velvet
Lamps
Box Spring.
7
$ Mattress and Reg. Price '569"' 11.9. Price '329"
0
▪
at' Box Springs sp.daii'469" ..0289951

44

SHAMPOO
• Halo Puts Body In
Your Hair!
•
•
Regular Size

l'SAVINGS UP TO 50%
WHY PAY MORE?I

Monday February n, Mayfield,
Kentucky
Mayfield Livestoei Market:
Livestock weighed on arrival

COUCH

41

III

!!
I

FURNITURE SALE - Feb. 25-March 13

•
+ Large Assortment of

11,11,0 Ole

ZI•.11.•
•
I

III

NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Phillips (Mrs. Lana
Phillips), 1713 W. Walnut, Ben- Cattle this week 155
Calves this week 60
ton.
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Slaughter cows 1.00-1.50 lower,
slaughter calves and vealers 2.003.00 lower, feeder steers and
heifers 2.00-3.00 lower.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utillty
19.00-22.00, Cutter 17.25-19.00,
Canner 15.00-17.25.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs.
Specials that have never been offered before on
-vralers 40.00-45.00, mixed Good
and Choice 35.00-40.00, Good
new name brand furniture!
32.5a-35.00, mixed Good and
Choice 240-350 lbs. calves 32.0035.75.
FEEDER STEERS: Choice
300-500 lbs. 35.00-36.75, mixed
Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
32.50-35.00,500-700 lbs. 30.00-32.50.
FEEDER HEWERS Choice
by Bassett,
300400 lbs. 30.00-31.75, 500-700 lbs.
by Delker, Batson
by
Lenoir House and
27.75-31.00, mixed Good and
Choice 300-500 lbs. 27.50-30.00, SOOPrestige, Griffaw
Many More
in Hard Rock Maple
700 lbs. 24.00-27.75.

4' BEDROOM DINING ROOM
SUITES
4' SUITES

•
• OM

III

LEBANON: Lloyd E. Brofford, 21, of
Jackson, was found innocent of escape
from confinement at Lebanon Correctional
Institution and auto theft by a Common
Pleas Court jury here which deliberated
the matter for 90 minutes.
Eddie Lawson Jr . Lebanon attorney,
contended Brofford was innocent because
he didn't know what he was doing when
he escaped last June 26. He said Brofford
was under the influence of fumes whidh
he accidently inhaled while working in the
LC1 paint shop.
Brofford was charged with stealing a car
owned by Robert Buffenbarger of old
Hamilton road, just south of LCI, shortly
after he escaped.

S-P-E-C-I-A -L

41
41

NIB

III
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prisoner for escape
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Jury exonerates
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The Calloway County Chapter and pasture. Paul is undecided
of Future Farmers is pat- about his plans after graduation.
ticipating in National FFA Week. Grunclay Falwell is the son of
The theme is -Involved in Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell
America's Future."
Murray Route Five. He is a
The Executive Committee of member of the New Provideence
the Local Chapter is made up of Church of Christ. He has been a
it's officers and chairman of its FFA member fof four years and
nine committees who are Is presently applying for the state
responsible for the program of Farmer FFA Degree. He has
activities.
participated in many local,
It's members are: Jerry district and state activities. He
Chapman, president; Randy Lee, won first place in the tobacco
vice-president; Paul Rushing, entry this year at the state fair in
secretary; Grundy Falwell, Louisville.
treasurer; Pat Ross, reporter; He is a member of the FBLA
and Mike Burchett, sentinel.
and Pep Club. His farming
Chairman of Committees are: program program includes beef
Ray Murdock, Supervised production, burley and fire-cured
Farming; Charles Tucker, tobacco, hay and pasture. After
Cooperation; Sammy Pruitt, he graduates he plans to continue
Community Service; Danny farming part time an major in
Herndon, Leadership; Billy agriculture at Murray State
Dodd, Earnings and Savings; University.
Curtis Lamb, Conduct of Pat Ross is the son of Mr. and
Meetings; Mark Paschall, Mrs. Robert H. Ross Dexter
Scholarship; David Burkeen, Route One . He is a mbmer of the
Recreation; and Randy Tucker, St. Leo's Catholic Church. He has
been a member of the FFA for
Public Relations.
Jerry Chapman is a senior and three years and presently he is in
the son of Mr. and Mrs. E.G. the Beta Club. This is an honor
Chapman, Mayfield, Ky. Route club at Calloway County High. He
One: He is a member of the has represented our chapter on
Payners Chapel Methodist the state tobacco judging and
Church. He has been a member of livestock judging team during the
the FFA for four years and also State Fier at Louisville, Ky. His
holds membership in the Beta farming program consists of
Club and Pep Club. He is one the feeder pigs, beef production,
Calloway County High Basketball tobacco, popcorn and soybeans.
Team and was elected Citizen of After graduation he plans to
the Month for November. He has enter college.
Mike Burchett is the son of Mr.
been a FFA district delegate and
represented the chapter in the and Mrs. Clindton Burchett
state tobacco judging contest. His Benton Route Three. He is a
present farming ,program con- member of the Hickory Grove
sists of producing feeder pigs, Church of Christ and teaches the
corn and soybeans. Jerry is teenage class on Wednesday
undecided about his plans after nights. Mike is Parliamentarian
for the Beta Club. He is also vicegraduation from high school.
Randy Lee is a junior and the president of the Speech Club, has
son of Mr:and Mrs. Edward Lee, membership in the FTA and Pep
.Ope. He is a Club. His farming program inDexter Route,
member of the Unity Cum- cludes hogs, beef cattle,
berland Presbyterian Church and soybeans, tobacco, corn, and
teaches the young group Sunday lespedeta seed. Mike plans to go
School class. He has been a to college and major in
member of FFA for three years agriculture after graduation
and he also is a mbmer of the from high school.
Beta Club and it's song leader,
the Pep Club and the FTA. In 1970
jar was elected Calloway County
Pm Bureau King, District
Earth Bureau King and par
ticipated in the state Farm
Bureau contest. His farming Tuesday February 23, Murray,
program includes hogs, beef, Ky.
cattle, tobacco, soybeans, rano, Murray Livestock Market:
and lespedeza seed. After Livestock weighed on arrival
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been widowed twice and I am not
an old lady. Unless you call 49 "old."
After my first husband died, I continued to wear my
wedding ring. A friend who had recently lost his wife became
interested in me. He said he didn't object to my wearing my
wedding ring if it made me feel better. Somehow it did, so I
just never took it off Well, I married this fine man and he
put a second wedding ring on my finger right next to my
first.
Two years later my second husband died. It's been 14
months since his death and I am again being asked out.
Perhaps 1 should mention that I have never taken either one
of my two wedding rings off. Every man who meets me asks
me why I wear two wedding rings. Some think I shouldn't
even wear one. I tell them the truth. They all think I am
strange, but Abby. my hands would feel "naked" without
them. What is the correct thing to do?
TWO RINGS
DEAR TWO: The correct thing would be to remove both
wedding rings if you are interested In marrying a third time.
Your second husband was unusually generous. I doubt if you
will find a man who will willingly contribute to a "three ring
dress."
.
DEAR ABBY. Since my divorce a year ago. I have gone
with several women, but tiave not been intimate with any of
them.
A few months ago, just for sexual outlet. I picked up a
young and pretty girl off the street and took her to my
apartment. She was a prostitute. so I paid her. Since then
I've seen her several times I have even bought her dinner.
[She doesn't drink and I don't either.] I have grown fond of
her, and have even thought of asking her to give up being a
woman of the streets and go with only me I would even stop
zny.pex relations with her to prove I want her company only
'— because I like her. Possibly I am in love with her.]
What she is and has been doesn't matter. That can be
changed if she wants to change it. My problem is how to let
her know how much I care for her.
I will not hold her past against her. We all make plenty
of mistakes.
AWAITING YOUR REPLY
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DEAR AWAITING: You express yourself very well. Just
tell her what you have told me.
DEAR ABBY: I am a grandmother. As one would
expect, I am placed in competition with the other
grandmother. I don't happen to believe in bringing my
grandchildren a present every tithe I go to see them. The
other grandmother does, which is her privilege. This gives
the grandchildren the impression that they have something
coming every time a grandparent visits them. INVe live in the
same city. I
What should I say when the little ones come running to
greet me and ask, "What did you bring me?"
EMPTY HANDS: FULL HEART
DEAR EMPTY: Si.ggest to your grandchildren's parents
that they ask the other grandmother to cool the gift-giving
gambit. It's not good for the kids and it's unfair to you. If
that doesn't work, you will have to cultivate the youngsters'
affection in other ways, until their values mature, as they
will.
What's your problem* You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABM Bos 69700 1.011 Angeles,
Cal.
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eurelspe.

Member Can
Climb In
FFA Work
By Curtis Lamb
The Calloway County Chapter
of FFA is "Involved in Americas
Future." Today our chapter
wishes to tell about the kinds of
Membership and degrees in our
organization. There are four
kinds of Membership: Active
membership includes any
student who is enrolled in
Vocational Agriculture in a
public high school; Collegiate
Membership for those who go to
college and are preparing for a
career in vocational agriculture;
and Honorary Membership is for
any one who ,has rendered outstanding service in promoting
Vocational Agriculture and the
FFA
There are four degrees for
members with Active Membership these are: Greenhand,
Chapter farmer, State farmer
and American farmer.
For the Greenhand degree one
must be enrolled in an
agriculture class, have a home

degree a member must have the
degree of chapter farmer arid be
an active member in the FFA.
for two years. Have an
outstanding farming program, be
able to lead a group discussion
for forty minutes and must have
earned at least $500 from his
farming program. He must be in
the top 2 per cent of all members
in the state association.

undderstand

parlimentary

proceddre, be able Ic lead a
group discussion for 15 minutes
and have earned my from his
'farming program.
To receive the. State
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Steering Our iParming Community...
toward New Goals, New Achievements
What you Future Farmers do today helps irnprove'our area right now.
Your agricultural exPeriMents, your use of new methods and your good
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hard work insure continued advanceniiint for tomorrow. To local members
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of the Future Farmers of America, we exterkour heartiest congratulations. You're all doing a fine job! We're proud, too, of your families
for setting such a great example of endeavor and encouragement.

'RABI
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hasn't '
It yet."

We support the role of our schools in developing fine Future Farmers.
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To our Future Farmers, a salute . . . with thanks.

Congratulations to you, Future Farmers!
Best wishes for a bright future
and best of luck from each of us...

project and be able to recite the
FFA creed.

TQ r,eceiye the Chapter farmer
degree one must have the
greenhand degree, complete one
year of class instruction in
Vocational Agriculture, know the
Aims and Purposes of the FFA,

Sul
Ma!

MY LAI --Lt. William Colley gives the camera a
Weak look during intermission at his trial.in Ft.. Henbing. Ga He is accused- in

massacre of 102 South Vi. riamese in the' tillage of
.1k Lai
106/1.

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
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Medical Team Brings Care To
Descendants of "Evangeline"
by Esther I Anderson, M.D.
Director, March of Dimes
Heritable Disease Evaluation
Center,Louisiana State
• Elniversiky MedicatCenter
Delivery of medical care
one of the most serious health
problems facing our nation
today. The great strides being
made in medical research are
simply not always available
to the individuals who need
care based on those discoveries. At the present time, application of research is often
sporadic and inefficient,sometimes ineffective, and usually
costly. In many instances, individuals who require specialized medical services receive
little or none until it is toe
late.
This is especially true in
the case of genetic problems,
since many hereditary defects are so rarely seen that
they are extremely difficult to
MEDICAL CARE TO THE PATIENT, Dr. Esther F. Anderson mendiagnose. And effective ge- &RINGING
Mos Kar•n Ann Rabin at her home beside Bayou Terrebenne in La
netic counseling for prospec- 'smirch* Parish, Louisiana, Karen Ann and other
members of h•r family
tive parents is only possible are unlisted with Fri•dreich's Ataxia, a hereditary disease. Treatnsenl
if an accurate diagnosis can of the Robins has been combined with genealogic studies which will
provide information for genetic counseling of other families with the
be made and a pattern of in- pant*
disease.
heritance of the disorder can
be determined.
line Labiche. Although the identified and diagnosed in
In Louisiana the twin prob- tale itself was largely fiction, studying the Cajuns, this inlems of gathering research all that was mortal of Evan- formation can be made availmaterial on genetic disorders geline now lies in a church- able to other physicians in all
and providing care for the yard at St. Martinsville, La.. parts of the country. This will
families who are afflicted have where her grave is surrounded help them in diagnosing and
been combined in a single pro- by oak trees and masses of advising their own patients.
gram. The Heritable Disease flowers.
Teams of doctors and mediEvaluation Center at Louisi- . Today there are about 900 - cal students participate in the
ana State University, aided 000 "Cajuns" living in the Cajun study, fanning out
by funds from the March of bayou country of southwest- across
the bayou country to
Dimes, is carrying out a ern Louisiana. They form a
sift through old records and
unique genealogical study uniquely self-enclosed popu- visit families of shrimp boatwhich encompasses both re- lation which has been.well de- ers,. searching for reliable
search and patient-care.
fined since 1755. Church and genealogical and genetic inThe study concentrates on family records are readily formation. All this data will
the Acadians, descendants of available. Consanguinity be computerized so that it
the French people who were makes it- poegai1e to study will be readily available for
banished tiblViranacia in the hereditary defects which are use in diagnosing and evalu18th century. The heroine of rare in the general population. ating hereditary disorders
Longfellow's poem, "Evan- but which occur more freBut what about the indigeline", was an Acadian girl quently in a closely related vidual patient? To be sure.
whose real name was Emme- group. When such a defect is the Cajun study is an engrossing project, but how does it
apply to the people with the
problem?
Let's take the Martin family as an example Their son
Noel was referred to the
Heritable Disease Evaluation
('enter when he was four
months old.
It was found that Noel had
t ri gonocepha I y a recessive
By LEE BELSER
hereditary disorder.Our study
Written Especially for Central
Press and This Newspaper
of the family history revealed
A WACKY INVENTION that
that both parents were Acadlooks like a sheaf of uncooked
ian and that the marriage was
spaghetti and spins like a whirlprobably consanguineous.
ing dervish, may revolutionize
What were we able to do with
everything from autos to eggthis information? The Marbeaters and cut highway pollutins received counseling retion to a minimum when it hits
the market, probably sometime
garding the possibilities of fuin 1972.
ture children being affected.
The "thing" is a super flyand also regarding the
wheel, a modern version of an
chances that their children
ancient mechanism used to opmight transmit this disorder
erate Chinese waterwheels in
to subsequent generations
centuries past.
This counseling will enable
The space-age version, a nonthem to decide how to plan
polluting bundle of high-strength
their family and what inforfilaments, can power a car, bus,
mation to provide their chiltruck or tractor, energize home
dren when they are old
appliances, or operate a storage power plant for an entire
enough to marry. Meanwhile,
city.
Noel will receive the care he
The super-duper flywheel was
needs.

Mandated cleanliness
The
SINGAPORE
Environmental Public Health
Act, which went into effect
last November, compels Melding owners to keep their build
ings clean.
The act stipulates owners
must "cleanse, and paint; or
limewash" both the insidOthd
outside of "unclean, gnmyoleglected
111 1 SeS.

or

unsanitary-

Ecology project
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)Hundreds of families are participating in an every-third.
Saturday ecology project by
collecting tons of used bottles,
cans and newspapers for recycling.
***

Genetic counseling is an
important aspect of the National Foundation-March of
Dimes in its nationwide program aimed at prevention and
treatment of birth defects.
'RABENHORST has been
Another good example of
working on the new-tangled flyhew our two-pronged effort
wheel for about a year and
works is the Melancon family.
hasn't "gotten to the bottom of
The Melancons have four
it yet." Discovery of the new
David W Rabenhorst
concept in flywheels was more
. . . and his super flywheel.
daughters, but it was Mea result of boredom than pure
lanie, aged seven, who first
any given vehicle, the flywheel
act of science.
would be vacuum-packed just came to our attention
We
Rabenhorst, who helps build
like a can of beans. When the found she was suffering from
live satellites at the Hopkins
Legg-Perthee disease, a heignition is switched on, the aclab, said he had time on his
non would throw an electric reditary bone condition which
hands last year while waitlog
flythe
clutch that would start
.made it necessary for her to
for the government to make up,
wheel that would start the en- wear a
brace on her left leg
its mind about a contract so
gine.
Fortunately her case was dihe decided to spend the idle
• •
agnosed early enough so that
hours spinning the wheel
ENERGY provided by the
What he came up with may
combined flywheel-engine could treatment will correct the con'well be technology's answer to propel
a car, truck, bus or any dition, and this lively youngcarbon dioxide pollution.
indefinitely. 'ter will soon be able to
vehicle
similar
dis"The flywheel," he said, "real- When the flywheel shows signs
card the device and lead a
ly hul't anything new. It's been
immeis
down,
it
of slowing
normal life
In use one way or another for

MADE of graphite, boron or
fiberglas filaments, the flywheel
can provide 30 watt-hours of
pound of rotor
per
energy
weight, or about 145 horsepower-seconds per pound. This
is about four times the energy
, output of store-bought batter; les. and about twice the level
ever achieved by old-model fly,

wheels.
The cut in pollution would
.rome about because the flywheel used in conjunction with
:; a battery could propel a car
‘vithout emitting any gas fumes,
and tied to an internal combostion engine tone-third the ordinary size I. it would emit only
:1 a minimum amount of exhaust
4 because of the reduced engine
t

Are.
Attached
,

under Abe hood of

dr

the refitting on grounds that

sfo.

estimated $750,000 to $1
million cost per jet could not
be borne because of severe
economic conditions.
the

Ca*

Going to blazes
TOKYO (UP!)- Japan had
a record total of 63,787 fires
Last year, 7,000 more than in
1969. The Fire Defense
Agency said the blazes killed
an average of 4.4 persons a
day

Since the disease was recognized as a hereditary condition, examinations of other
members of the family were
made and multiple cases of a
milder form ofthe same disorder was found. Melanie's
sister Marion and her cousin,
Tex, are now also receiving
therapy which will prevent
the potential crippling effects
of this defect
1
And of course,'the information gained from the genealogic study of the Melancon
family will be fed into our
pool of knowledge on heredi7,,tary disorders among the
Acadians So Melanie Melan- 4con. like many other patients,
is not just a cute little giji
with a problem that can Fie
solved. She is a clue in the
never-ending search for ways
to preOnt birth defects

Ponderous

pond

BOULDER, Nev. (UPI) Lake Mead near here, im-

HUNTING TORNADO VICTIMS - Two Mississippi state police officers paddle
through Deer Creek in Cary, looking for bodies after tornadoes tore through dozens of towns in the Mississippi and Louisiana deltas, killing at least 84 persons
and leaving hundreds homeless.

pounded by 726-foot high Hoover
Dam, extends nearly 115
navigable miles upstream of the
Colorado River when filled to
capacity.

OTASCO 17:Siv• VALUES
AINT and PAINT SUPPLIES! PRICEown*/
FAST DRYING WITH FIAT FINISH I
Washable. For walls, woodwork.
Choice of colors. 10-441..447

4.94 AK •

JET FLOW EXTERIOR PAINT

GAL.

1.• in. x 60 yards. wsees

4" PAINT BRUSH
ROLLER -& TRAY
For Eimer,

tither painting woo

DROP CLOTH

PNE

5.941d.

•
•
L
I

PRICE ROSTER!
44'
.22
1" • siarits
.68'
154 U.
•
•

!Exploded tip holds more paint 30-1114

,
r " interior. wa.
n :Ind
". Master, dry wall lir

9-ft. a 12-ft.

PLAY BALL WITH THESE SPECIALS

•
•
•
•

594'

Famous C.,I L. -Iniperial.•'64-2011-3:209
774
.22 Loos Me.64-210

PRICEOUSTER!

i 146 CRAPPIEJIGS

64, 44tykt• GLOVE
Deep ss'ell pos'ket. di othic speed
nap ach for better at, hing .0•2-0-1
Cewhiel• Glove, pigskin lined. st.iss

•

3.73

1197

&toinii, GLOVE
toll grain cuss hide, leather lined,
bolster finger slot for better ball
control. Rt or left hAnd. 411474-7/27141

Pre Medial Ohm* Deluxe teeter's. al 2'4.2
Wit:kart Little League BALL
Wilson OfIldal limasaa NM.0-294-7

4S4P

•
•

MASKING TAPE

p

•

99

One-Coat Liquid Plastic Exterior Point.
10 4 41 40 5

latex flat
Wall

•
•
•
•
•
•
Sale
•
Price
•
•
•
•
•
.Sprays on in seconds. Fast dt at
•
Choice of colors • so-71s '89
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
BOX OF 50
a
Shorts or Longs •
•

GAL.

FAST DRYING! No primer needed
if surface is in good condition. Use
on all types of buildings. White
'unix so-soo-c

13.4?

199

bill Sires 6/
1
2 to 7%. to-341.2N4

NAB Little League "Louisville"
BATS Au tc•graph 0,1 I, LI MOUS players
I 10

•
•
•
•
Choice of
•
•
•
•
•
PRICEDUSTER!
•
'Ifs
.
°202 •
colors. 62 62 S sit

723

Blue. Red and (;reen. 6-row stitched

S7
2 47

t04

BASEBALL SHOES
Ledither uppers. Seutf-prool sole. Rubber soles and Heats. s3-)55-2,11,
4
Soccer Style Baseball Pipes. 61.392-6'394-5

44
7
or
576

PITCHBACK
Returns pitched ball, a silent catcher,
infield practice aid, 61 110-8
7.47
Extra largo filrAbleck..) )10-9

silent cedar

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
100-yds. of line. Limit 2. •

REEL

,4 g

Adirondack Autographed Bat

•
•
•
•

"Salty Mite" Jigs.
A2.624-4 620 5
1

1.113

Pro-Style USEULL CAPS

•
•
•

SPRAY
PAINT

2

One-Coat Liquid Plastic Interior Paint, 30-439'436-3

dreamed up by David W. Rabenhorst, an aeronautical engineer at the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory in
Laurel, Md., who says its capabilities are almost limitless.
• • •

at least 5,000 year*. But our
space-age version is quite different. It has much greater pow)
Cr."
• • •

/

Sea

Not Enough
NEW DELHI (UPI)'- India
produces 20 million tons of
fruit and vegetables annually,
only slightly more than one
third of its needs. The current
need is for at least 73 millIon
tons, says the Food Preemies
Association.

Super-Duper Flywheel
May Aid Pollution War

diately revived by an automatic
sensor.
The inventor, working under
a contract with the National
Air and Pollution Control Association, is computing the flywheel's capabilities with turbines, steam and Diesel engines
and conducting slide-rule experiments in connection with providing storage bins of energy
on a city-wide scale
Rabenhorst also has invented
a new brake system for cars
which he says will dabeel
the need for crash balloons and
other gadgets designed, to save
a driver's life Mean accident.
"With these brakes," he said,
"there won't be any accidents."
iftabenhorst does not expect
either of his inventions to be
in practical use for "several
years" But he is certain the
auto industry will want to take
a -good look" at both the revolutionary flywheel and the revolutionary brake when the time
comes:*

pry
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Aerial overhaul
LOS ANGELES (UPI)- An
accoustical overhaul of existing
turbojet engines - to be financed by an airline passenger
boarding fee - has been urged
by the city council to curb
"intolerable sound" near the
International Airport.
Airlines have objected to

Pr

476

• ,
Adjustable drag. With
62-133-2
Metelling Red.62-115.3

I

2.74

•
•

•

SAVINGS ON CAR NEEDS! PRICEDUSTER! •
QUALITY
,
1%\
1
Long/lie
ofleiff MUFFLERS
SAVE
• •••••••••4441 to WrIftee
or lone so Vow Own
Vein C..1

•
MUFFIN ilUAIANTEll

SPARN PLUGS

Tune-Up

Minsang 65- 66, wig%
Tkiciasc 61 65. Nagle
Pima"
Chem**
PICR41011111CKIAUPPLEIRS
Ford 41-60
Ford 61.69
Om..'5062

6.3.4,

OTASth

Including

Pea

MAKE Of.CA1
Volans 60 66, 6cyl
Lance. 61 62 6-cyl
Dort 63 66 aryl
Falcon 6064, 6-cyl

717

6.17
1247
IOW
11-111

7.?
10.17
6.77

•IMAM INMINENIM
wish ees-0404 Moo&
so-A441 tool to pot,
10.17
von. Itompteet. tools.
• OUAL1TY DESIONIO
54111111101 we* ...Pi
01.1. on4444.41 sopports
11.17
• CIUMITY DISKINIO
IXTMIK)11 tool. •••
ormo "."'e'
11.IIT
.
4
twootoot tealottwo lewd
li.7r
10/t le ••••••••
100040 mowi/44•• wow
10.17
13.17
10.77
12.57

Other Mufflers
at Similar
Savin9sl

Parts
MOST 6 CYL.

'1895

MOST 8 CYL.

394'

•
••• PRICEDUSTER!
LAWN MOWER
--UP
TUNE
•
Pa•ts and
Lobo r

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Bel-Air Shopping Center

9-8 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

EACH

Year 'round
peak performance:
29141

-.two to
1.66e•to
co.44.11,.1, el
....fp ...Sew ea
0.•.•
,o .41 o•
'ow to,
.0
c.o..
tr.4.1.• I

•

USE Oun FAN
CREDIT OA

411 do'a

New Spark Plug
New Condenser
New Points
Sharpen Mode
!e••era reel type)

Ps

BANKAMERICARO

753-8391

•
•
•
•
•
U
•
•
•
•
•
U
•
U

INCLUDING
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

• TOSE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES

•
•
•
•

NO REPORT REQUIRED
HONOLULU (UP!I—Hawaii
mployers have been declared
xampt from filing an annual
federai- report on minority
employment which is required
businesses in all 49 other
States

WET ARREST
STAFFORD, England (UPI).
Two thieves were stopped in
their escape because what they
thought was a snow covered
lawn was actually a thin coat of
ice over a swimming pool, a
court was told Tuesday.
As a result, it was a "very
bedraggled pair of men" who
were arrested, said Prosecutor
Michael Pratt. The suspects
pleaded guilty to burglary
charges and were jailed for 18
months each.

The reason, says the Hawaii
Employers Council, is that
there are so many varied racial
groups in Hawaii that no one in
the federal equal employment
People between 35 and 55
opportunity commission has
years old are more likely to
to
devise
a
form
to
been able
vote regularly than those
include all of them.
younger or older.

7111.4':

40.̀

h
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r
Released
On Bond
Martin Edward Cornwell was
released from the McCracken
County jail on $10,000 bond Wednesday, following a delay in his
trial which had been scheduled
for last Monday.
Cornwell has been held In the
jail since he was charged Oct.
31 with the willful murder of
Miss Peggy Ann Patterson, 17.
Trial of Cornwell on the
charge was scheduled Minday

but was continued until May 17
when one of the key witnesses
for the commonwealth was unable to appear.
Dr. Claire B. Sledge was detained In Oklahoma because of
the weather conditions there, officials said. Dr. Sledge conducted the autopsy on Miss Patterson's body after it was found
floating in Clarks River Oct. 30.
Grand slam record
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
Yankees' Lou Gehrig holds the
major league career record for
grand slam home runs. The
Yankee slugger crashed 23
homers with the bases filled.

2 1f

Aar COE5 LOX

11405 A GREAT PREDICTION

flEA6LE BOARD
PREDICT FOR ME
TO?

COAL
VA RD

1N,
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TORNADO TRACKS—The series of tOrnadoes that swept through the southleft-this'destruction in Selmer, Tenn.
and safety factors of the tires.
The guide may be ordered by
writing to "Recreation,- Box 726,
New York, N. Y. 10010.
The Council also makes
t available a -Recreational
Vehicle Tire Kit" which contains
promote the principles of good
SPECIAL—Today's
youth
a coph of the booklet.a special
nutrition.
›cene isn't all drug abuse,
pressure air
gauge
Washington, D. C.—Nearly high
A 4-H Club in Missouri took as
•Seenage runaways and school its project an UNICEF program one-fifth of the recreational calibrated to 120 pounds, a tread
'‘dropouts. There are millions of and members unloaded medical vehicles traveling on the high- depth gauge and a set of four
young people who are working for supplies and food at the Divil ways could be dangerously protective metal valve caps. Cost
a better America by helping Defense shelter.
overloaded, estimates • the Tire of the kit is $3.50, and can be also
others less fortunate than
ordered from the "Recreation"
Other groups throughout the Industry Safety
themselves.
The Council bases its estimate address.
country are working to alert their
Mary of these concerned young
communities to the need for on a study recently conducted by
peot, are enrolled in the 4-H
regular eye and dental checkups, the Wisconsin Department of More Tivoli
heal' pr3gim conducted by the
they have banded together to aid Transportation which found 21
COPENHAGEN (UPI)— The
C,00r, mathstension Serive.
the Red Cross in the blood bank per cent of the vehicles it in- world famous Tivoli
Amutheir clubs find they
And t,
program, have made door-to- spected were carrying loads sement Gardens will be open a
can help promote good health in
door canvasses for the March of which exceeded the tires' week longer beginning this year.
their communities and have a Dimes,
load
carrying According to
and other important maximum
its 127-year-old
good time doing it.
capacity.
drives.
tradition. Tivoli will continue
A 4-H Club in Tulare County,
"We feel the figure may have opening on the first Sunday of
There are over 500,000 young
California, includes a monthly
people between the ages of 9 and one much higher if the tires' air May, but now will close on
program for the mentally
19 enrolled in the 4-H health pressures had also been September 19 insiead of Sepretarded children enrolled in the program. They are aware that checked,"_said Ross R. Ormsby, tember
12.- w"
ttlub.
one of the greatest problems Chairman of the Council.
"i***
.-"We thke special pride in
facing young people today is drug "Because of time limitations, the
making happy 4-Hers of these abuse, but
Tourism
grows
Wisconsin
researchers
were
not
they also feel that a
ghildren," Mr. Joe Martin, local positive
MANILA (17P11— Philippine
educational approach to ablu, to take air pressure into
.441 Club leader, says.
tourism has grown modestly
helping others who are afflicated account—only gross weight."
".".- In Monroe County, Mississippi, can
For motorists who might be but consistently in the last
be a source of real
*4-H Club of 18 girls voted to use satisfaction.
unaware of the serious problems decade. In 1970, The number
glen treasury money to buy and
Incentives and recognition are of overloading and underinflating of tourists was 144,071, an
"rap packages for the Red Cross
provided by Eli Lilly and Com- tires, the Wisconsin researchers increase of 16.8 per cent over
a. Christmas. They sold tickets
1969. The average yearly
pany. sponsor of the 4-H health offer the following advice:
far a drive to raise money for
"First, overloadyig a tire in- growth of Philippine tourism is
program for 16 years. Through
12 percent.
chikiren and had two
the National 4-H Service Com- creases tread wear and increases
saietWith profits going fur mittee,
the
probability
of
structural
the company offers
Mil bet kr-a—emcee certificates to clubs
and in- failure at any given speed and life
___Oetinfbr.it ids =met dividual awards. These
include imilepost as measured by miles).
bombes
611411Vadnd
fa MeV
"Second,structural failure if it
four medals of honor for county
ibr a mai lir ire dibbles, winners,
a trip to the 50th occurs under conditions of
raiseA $11. imr an invalid
National 4-H Congress to a overloading, will
produce
twesswaing frme bran) surgery winner from
each state and seven exaggerated control problems
canvass
sadid a bassodsiname
national scholarships of $700 and more likelihood of a crack-up
Dissies.
far lballareb
than a structural failure oceach
Ws members in a club in
Fur more information about curring under acceptable conMist Canny. lifar714sid, cos'the 4-H health program and ditions of loading."
doeleda hike rude to raime masey specific activities
"Excessive heat .-4S a tire's
in the local
far lie seemaidiy retards&
area, contact the county ex- worst enemy," says Ormsby.
The program of a 4-H age am
"Its most frequent causes are
Seaman office.
sew Jew County. New Mexico,
underinflation and overloading.
bat a Ihressessoked attack.
Excessive heat build-up reduces
/bey emilmdmi far. flee Caner Lod kid count
a tire's strength and increases
Society aid umstad la abet Vse
LOS ANGELES CPI The the risk of premature tire
essemeily we preldnuaetdental 1970 Los Angeles County Fair failure."
bealtb. The asmailiara also attracted more Than 1.09 milThe .Tire Industry Safety
tread posters and .abbits to lion visitors• dunng its 17-day Council reminds owners of travel
trailers, truck campers, camping
An,s. 10 Yeste•day s Puzzle
and boat trailers and motor
homes of the three major
0311113
7 Piaalsees
330M130 UMBOOM "don'ts" when it comes to caring
t isolshilaos at
(30
for their tires:
I flamormat
1:133
- 4 tomalls
I. Never "bleed" hot tires to
Oka
1210
111
FIVAU
12 IlLio's
rICIEICE3 0313111M1143 reduce air pressure build-up, as
17 101 OSeasee
asckwass
11.710 SCOU
pressure increases up to 15
eisediec)
13 Class41
12IE!U@Q Cll21003 pounds are normal.
IS Inner's
,
14 Cooks
eieswere
MM MNOMEJ OMOU
2. Never overinflate beyond
22 Ventasee
cXX1ETLIMMI
" -24 Loth gatadess
ii Looms
WMMO MO recommended limits in an atTOM
75 City al
EMUICTa3g MEEK/0G tempt to compensate for
Nevada
20
MOW] UMO00
26 Heron event
overloads. Instead of making
iwonshasse
is
21 Otepanaltisa
27 Weed,
matters worse,lighten the load of
iseendenent
22 Davairad
44 Sacred smart
21 neralahr
the vehicle. No one ever needs
37 Cloak
23 Nowilor
43 Alan's noclviame
demo
34
ador
27 Mks
everything he packs.
29 horny
46 Direction
29 Preeseeen
40 klalocious
30 PM* 101"
3. Never drive on underinflated
30 Sloobea
17
Grime letter
Owning
port,
asi
31 Praha not
411 Vast age
tires.
41 Part et
32 Woods
32 Preposnnon
49 Kan Arthur's
33 Pronoen
. As owners are beginning to
33 Pronoun
lance
43 Thre•Wed
36 Faroe Islands
34 Symbol tor
their' vehicles for warm
ready
SO
Lamprey
vollowlannd
slot%
melee
months ahead,.,, the Council
33 Sailboat
Encountered
recommends that now is time to
POISIC Ian
carefully inspect the tires for
(critical
MIA
a*:
39 Equal
excessive or abnormal tread
17
40 Sims neer
wear,fabric breaks, cuts or other
41 Dophtbang
II
Mil
'
42 WPM
damage Removing nails, small
44 Illtenese
OMM
Pil
il
ill
stones or bits of glass embedded
47 Recurred
Woe*X 21
comelier**
in the tread will help prevent flats
MIIIIMINI
MN
WZP.1•
Mirodes
SI
or costly tire damage which can
SI Cry of olei
illil•t
M
"
33 Butter
lead to failure. Tires should be
substilsole
replaced when tread is worn in
VIA
(cellod )
one-sixteenth inch or less.
94 Abstract being 35
The Council is offering free of
Owl's
SO
nocknanks
charge a "Recreational Vehicle
45 46
37 Soak
Consumer Tire Guide.- The
W'
DOWN
guide contains .vauable inon the proper care of
formation
won't/hi
11•,,,
•225itAIR
52
tires, charts covering load range
Oa
2 Competent
:51j::III
3 Cater
and inflation pressures, and tips
Soak,
on how to increase the mileage
Contunclain

-H Members Help Others Recreational
s Well As Themselves Vehicles Are
Overloaded
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To Future Farmers, Our Thanks.

0•

•TO
• plto

uture Farmers of America, we saluteyou.„ ., with thanks for
all you are doing to aid agriculture in this area . . . and
to promote the conservation of our farm resources. For the
future, our hopes are high . .. because we know that our local
FFA members are building agricultural leadership that will
serve us well. Congratulations on your achievements.

F

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO., Inc.

_

W Aillroad Ave.

Murray, Kentucky

L.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ALL WINTER Merchandise must
go. Ladies Car Coats, corduroy
and plaid woolens. Values to
$24.95. Now $10.00 arid $12.00.
F26C
Lerman's.

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Phone 4365841.
F26P

NOTICE

- The
brig holds the
er record for
nins. The
crashed 23
haws filled.

Bridal
Dresses
Made Up
and
On
Display

PREPICTIO4'

f
The memory of this
moment lingers forever
in your heart when
yore bridal gown is
designed by MI.

BRIDAL VEILS
candlelight & white
Plenty of illusion
go with them.
HEAD PIECES
for Brides,
Bridesmaids
whites & pastels
WHIMSEY VEILS
for members of the
wedding party.
SHEER WIDE BRIM
FLOPPY HATS
whites & pastels .
New Shipment
of
Bridal Materials
Silk -Organza
Peau de Sole &
Lace Trim

THREE COWS, two holsteins,
one white-face, ready for
STEEL FIRE door, eight foot freshning. Phone 753-6920,
F26?
opening, heavily insualted, opens Denuia Collings.
by moving to one side, counterweight. See at Ledger and
ALL WINTER Merchandise must
F25NC
Times.
go. Ladies winter coats. 14 left.
and $39.99 values. Nov
FOUR WHEEL cart, very heavy $34.95
$15.00 and $20.00. Lerman's F26C
Large iron wheels. Apparently an
old railroad baggage cart. Good
for moving heavy steel or stone. MOBILE HOME Insurance.
See at Ledger and Times. F25NC Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your Insurance
before
you buy.
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
remove spots as they appear with Galloway Insurance and Real
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Estate Agency, phone 7535842.
March4C
shampooer $1.00 Big K.
F27C
1965 CHEVROLET, two door
VOLKSWAGEN
REBUILT
hardtop with factory air, stanengine. Phone 753-7792 after 5:00
dard shift, new tires, 48,000 miles,
F25P
p.m.
one owner. Also two 14 inch snow
'tires and wheels. Phone 492-8360
ALL WINTER Merchandise must after 5:00 p.m. Also for rent, corn
go. Girls winter coats. Only 9 to and tobacco ground with barn.
sell. Tweeds and plaids. Reduced TC
to $8.00 and $10.00. Lerman's.
F26C
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy
Poodles and three herds of
ONE FERGUSON tractor 30- Chinchilla from certified stock.
1953, 14" Ford plow, 7 foot drag
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
disc, 6 foot Ford mower, one row
February 26C
cultivator, two row John Deere
corn planter, 25 barrel ear corn. HOUSEBOAT, 26' x 12' wide,
Six registered Hereford bulls. Fully equipped. 40 HP Johnson
F25P motor. Phone 753-7400 or
Phone 753-5042.
753-3619
after 5:00p.m.
F27P
in
old,
10
months
HENS,
HEAVY
production. Ducks, Guineas and
Hubert CHROME DINETTE table and
Phone
Turkeys.
five chairs. Bronze finish. Phone
Alexander, Sedalia 328-8563.
F27C
March 1P 753-5316.

AUTOS FOR SALE

‘UTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

Lassiter & McKinney
Datsun
604 South 12th

Murray, Kentucky

Ph. 753-7114

BETTER USED CARS
* SPECIAL *
1970 CHEVROLET Monte Carlo Coupe. 10.000 miles, power steering,
power brakes, like new. Dark green with green vinyl top. One owner,
new car warranty. Air Conditioning
1968 V. W., 2 door, white, local car, air
conditioning, sharp.

1970 Ford Maverick, 2 door Red, 6 cylinder, 3 speed, sharp

1965 Chevrolet . Malibu, 4 door, Vsll
automatic, power steering, clean.-

1962 Cadillac, 2 door hard top, white, all
the extras, Sharp

1965 Chevy II Nova, 4 door, 6 cylinder,
automatic, clean

1967 Ford Galaxie 500, 2 door hard top,
white, Black"vinyl top, power steering
V-8,

1966 Chevy Impala,2 door, hard top, white,
V-8 automatic, power steeeing, sharp
1966 Chevy convertible, V-8 automatic,
power
1966 Dodge Dart, 4 door, 6 cylinder
automatic
11111-2 ChevrolinsicTean
1968 Chevrolet pick-up, long wheel bed. 6
cylinder, clean

1964 Chevrolet S. S. 2 door hard top, V-8
automatic, power steering
1967 Mustang, 2 door hard top, Red, 6
cylinder, 3 speed
1969 Oldsmobile C-atlass 442, automatic,
power steering, mag wheels
Th66. Plymoth ValiaPt,4dO$ cylinder,
clean
1970 Datsun wagon, automatic, luggage
rack, air conditioned, 20,000 miles, one
owner, like new.

FOR RENT
10 x 50 MOBILE HOME, two
bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice
location, two miles east of town.
Phone 901442-5370 after 4:00 p.m.
F27P
MODERN TWO bedroom furnished apartments. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th Street.
F27C
Phone 753-6609.
SMALL TRAILER, $40.00 per
month. Electric heat. Phone 489F25C
2595

NOTICE

L-A-R-G-E
SELECTION
see tip.
44

models

house,
BEDROOM
FOUR
electric heat, air-conditioned,
interior recently reworked. Well
located. Phone 753-3202 after 5:00
F26C
p.m.

More Arriving
Daily

EFFICIENCY
MODERN
apartment, furnished, newly
decorated, close in, ideal for
couple. 507 N. 4th, Phone Mrs.
F26C
Preston Jones 753-6047.

NEW
PICK-UPS

WANT TO RENT a two or three
bedroom house. Must be comfortable, with water and heat in
house. Would like it between
Murray and Hazel. Will take a
one year lease. Contact A. C.
Hooge, 9212 Jefferson Hwy.,
Baton Rouge, La. 70809. Phone
927-8009. Will consider house in
M2C
Murray.

ALSO
Good Selection

Dwain Taylor
Charlie Jenkins
J. H. Nix
Mac Ii

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-2617

NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
apartment, couples only. May be
Cleanup Program
seen at Kelly's Pest Control, 100
KNOXVILLE,. Tenn;„.
----F26C
South 13th Street.(IMO- The Tennessee Valley,
Authority says that its new
CONOMICAL, APARTMENTS environmental cleanup proand rooms to rent. For students gram, the "Johnny Horizon".
and others. Near campus. Phone antilitter campaign, is arousing'
March 8C considerable public interest.
753-4646.
TVA says the program has
been especially valuable on reHOUSE: FIVE ROOMS, uncreational lakes in the sevenfurnished. Phone 753-5965. F25P
state southeast area served by
the agency.
ROOMS FOR boys, near
University Private entrance
with kitchen. $30.00 monthly each
boy. Utilities furnished. Phone
M3C
7534638.

ONE FORD 6 foot bushhog. Used 430 CASE TRACTOR and three
only a few hours. One Ford two 12" spring trip Ford plows. Phone
1968 Datsun, 4 door, Beige, air con1967 Chevrolet Camaro coupe. Red,Black
F27P
row corn planter. Phone 436-2172. 489-2429.
ditioning, 4 speed, one owner, 26,000
vinyl top, V-8 automatic power
F25C
miles.
steering.
MUST SELL: 1969 mobile home,
2
1,
bath,
60,
x
three
bedrooms,
12
apSTRAW,
TIMOTHY
or
proximately 500 bales. Phone 753- furnished, gas heat. $3900.00
F27C
753-9849.
offer.
Phone
best
5:00
after
492-8613
or
days
6770
p5C
GREEN ANTIQUE shIna cabinet
4 miles south of
APPROXIMATELY 1500 bales with glass door. Good condition.
Murray on 641
F27C
ONE AND TWO bedroom furmixed good sound hay. 60c per Phone 436-2240.
Phone 492-8211
Airapartments.
nished
r5rrirrn rrrx int rxi.ir bale. Phone 492-8257. March IC
conditioned, washers, dryers
sewing
ZIG-Zag
MORRIS
NOTICE
available. Zimmerman Apart- station a. machine with all attachments
HELP WANTED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE TWO UNIT service
WANTED TO RENT
ments, South 16th Street, Phone
compressor, 60 cycle, 2 HP, 60 and cabinet, used three weeks,
M27C
753-6609.
753-4131
Phone
capacity.
price.
half
take
gallon
Will
new.
as
same
town"
in
month
job
a
three
BRICK,
ASSUME $18.00
BLONDE
WANT TO RENT two . bedroom "BEST PART time
F25C
p.m.
7:00
and
p.m.
12:00
4:00
between
after
753-8243
Phone
bedrooms. 24 x 30 garage, on one
house in country with garden Smiling woman under 60 to assist payment on small pianoONE BEDROOM furnished
F27P
F27C in my business. Openings in Leaches Music and T. V. in
acre land in Reidland. Phone 898space. Phone 75.3-5240.
apartment. Electric heat, stii:
Merchandise must
WINTER
ALL
TFC
Graves
and
753-7575
Marshall
Center.
F27C
Dixieland
Calloway,
2918.
Couples or teacher.
conditioned.
go. Girl's car coats. corduroy and RETAIL STORE in Murray, good
apCounties. For interview
No pets. 1610 College Farm Road,
hoods. Only 11 to location. Will sell stock and WANT TO RENT two bedroom pointment call 753-8970 between 2
BY OWNER: Frame house with wool cloth, with
WILL SHARE apartment with 753-1600.
M27C
Lerfixtures. Write to P. 0, Box 32 E, apartment or home f6r March, and 4:00p.m.
F25C
garage, carpet, drapes, electric sell. $5.00 and $8.00.
settled working woman, or will
F26C
F27C
with
42071
Kentucky
man's.
couple
Murray,
For
April
and
May.
heat, air conditioning. Centrally
give room and board. Bedroom
1965 HOUSE trailer, 12 x 50,
two children. References and THE TRIANGLE Inn, now has
located, $12,500.00. Phone 753or unfurnished. Block
furnished
near University.
753furnished,
Phone
will
We
STORAGE
deposit
furnished.
rooms.
IN
F27C
dining
PIANO
private
4:00p.m.
hay.
Phone
two
4448a1ter
150 BALES good jap
from town in Colonial Building.
Marchle be needing two cooks, full time.
Phone 753-3895 or 753-3482. M3C
Beautiful spinet-console stored 436-2194.
M27C 7720.
Mrs. Ada Simmons, 753-4741.
Call
Apply in person to Triangle Inn at
MOBILE HOME COURT near locally. Reported like new.
F26C
NOTICE
Aurora, Kentucky at Highway 68
with
ROOM
University with 30 spaces on 41.1 Responsible party can take at big DINING ROOM table and six
LARGE
March IP
and 80 junction.
acres. Seven rented mobile saving on low payment balance. chairs. Good condition. Phone
refrigerator. Private entrance,
F27P
washer and dryer available.
homes includable. Court and all Write Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin, 753-1809.
F25P
facilities in excellent condition Missouri 64801.
Modern with air-conditioner.
OrWANTED: Housekeeping
and paying an extra high return
Zimmerman Apartments, South
YOU saved and slaved for wall to
derly for Operating Room. Apply
March 1C
it
new
with
16th. Phone 753-6609
Keep
wall
carpet.
on investment. Priced right and
home,
1968 NEW MOON Mobile
in 'person, Nursing Office,
Rent electric
owner will carry 2-thirds at 6 per
iumEa SS HOURS-Frank
bedrooms. House carpet Blue Lustre.
wo
County
Per Murray -Calloway March 3C
cent payable monthly.
Carbonara, 68, gets a kiss
Air-conditioned. shampooer $1. Western Auto,
Room
throughout.
Hospital.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Wishing
Nice three bedroom brick at 520
the
daughter JoAnne as
of
from
"Home
for
Perfect
Excellent shape.
Benefit" Day
F27C
wife Rose gives him a comWhitnell Ave.
Phone 753-6737 Well."
family.
small
Information
Free
forting pat in, Torrance,
Beautiful . white three bedroom
Repair
EMPLOYED MAN.
M2P
1963 BUICK ELECTRA. Full
after 5:00 p.m.
rescue from
brick, three tile baths and all
typewriters part time. Training
air, new rubber. In top Calif., after
and
power
wreckage of
earthquake
ultra modern facilities for
interview
Local
furnished,
753-5171
suits.
condition. $600.00. Phone
MEN'S SILK and wool
Insurance
gracious living at 1209 Doran
write: Regional Manager, Box 401 Ma le St 753-3642 days or 753-4323 nights. James L. the Veterans Hospital in
SERVICES OFFERED
First quality. $100.00 value, only
111753-419
San Fernando. Carbonara,
Road.
F26C
Agency
,Glenshaw,Pa. 15116
F25P
Johnson,
$49.95. Big discounts on sport
a dietary chef at the hosC. 0. Bondurant Realty. Phone
ties,
shirts,
pital, was dug out feet first
11127C coats, Jackets, pants,
Ser&
SALES
X
753-9954 and 753-3460
ELECTROLU
Sale
CHESTER'S AUCTION
belts, etc.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. 1960 OLDSMOBILE Super 81. from under a sink, where
LOST & FOUND
in
We also have ladies sportswear Service.1 Specializing
taking applications for energetic Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- 1663 College Terrace Drive, he lasted for 58 hours.
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom in nylon and polyester pant-suits, household', antiques and farm
F25P
Murray,Kentucky
women. Apply at Midtowner rningon, Kentucky.
part
brown
Collie,
LIGHT
March 5C
white brick on 34 & two-thirds blouses and slacks at huge auction. For information phone LOST:
from
1st
March
Monday,
Motel,
height, answers to the
1TP medium
acres, 1,2 mile from Lakeway savings
Flower's Factory 435-4042.
1962 RAMBLER, four door,
phone
name of O'Hara. Lost in vicinity 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. No
Shores on black top road. Very Outlet, 118 East Washingtow.
standard, good condition. $260.
F27C
please.
calls
753-7954.
Phone
Oaks.
Shady
of
private, must sell, $16,000.00. will Paris, Tennessee.
M2P
or best offer. Phone 753-6476 F25C
The Youth Shop has
F25P
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
make it yours, or will consider
ONE RADIO operator and one
large trailer as partial payment. SYNTHETIC BROWN frosted All work guaranteed. Free
Sleepweary Skirts &
1968 FORD Torino GT. Extra
Phone 436-2458 or 753-8414. F26C wig. Also some ladies clothes, pickup and delivery. Free LOST: BLUE Singer Sewing meter man, prefer retired men.
clean. Will sell cheap. Phone 492PRICE
2
1
/
Slacks
estimate. Antique or natural
in person to Police Chief
machine in blond cabinet in Apply
sizes 9-10 and 11-12. Phone 753M2P
8327.
City
753the
McCoy,
at
Brown
Jerry
NOTICE
M.
finish.
James
items!
Many other
F26C
vicinity of Coldwater on Satur5047.
.1P
March 31C
3045.
011
day, February 20. Phone 489-2261. Hall.
a
me los
r
1962 RAMBLER convertible.
F25C
AUTOMATIC WASHER: slight
L.P.N., 3-11
or
I
N.
R.
ATTENTION BOYS!!
"WANTED
St.
Main
504
Good condition. Phone 753freight damage. Large discount
clothes.
and or 11-7 shift. Salary excellent.
7506.
F27C
CARD OF THANKS
&
Ky.
Murray,
price. Dunn's TV & Appliance, WILL IRON children's
LEDGER
I ....The
Sam
Mr.
Write
Fringe benefits.
10c per piece. Phone 767-4527
118 South 12th Street
TIMES Is now taking apWe wish to express our deep Gray, Administrator, 203 E.
F26C
'
F26C
Murray.
1968 OLDS 442, low mileage, four
plIcatIons for carrier
appreciation and thanks for the North Street, Mayfield, Kentucky WHEN BETTER washers and
update
to
New tires. Will sell or
speed.
built,
Norge
ere
dryers
will
build
I routes. In order
M2C
247-5320.
and
many acts of kindness
42066, Phone
our files, boys who placed
them. Rowland Refrigeration trade. Phone 753-7271.
NOTICE
NOTICE
extended to us
sympathy
110 South 12th
I an application over three
following the death of our loved TWO OPENINGS available for Sales di Service,
F25C 1967 MUSTANG convertible, 289,
months ago should come to
753-2825.
Phone
Street.
For
pay.
Good
Martin.
persons.
Kitty
one, Mrs.
mature
power steering, automatic
I the office and reapply.
write
or
Especially do we thank the interview call 753-5950
transmission. Also 1960 Falcon
Se% cral routes are now
of food and flowers, Rev. Box 254, Murray, Kentucky F26C
donors
289, 4 speed. Phone 753-7876 after
I open and will be filled
WANTED TO BUY
A. Taylor, and the Miller Funeral
M2P
5:00
p.m.
II. immediately.
EN
coPENHAG
Home. May God's richest
Apply in person to
I
mailed 56 million(I!PODanes letters
blessings rest upon each of you is
abroad and received 68 million WANT TO BUY: Used mobile
our prayer.
M2C
during 1970, according to Post homes. Phone 753-5980.
1
IC Office statistics. More than
The
Family
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
_million foreign letters came inlogs and standing
RENT
OR
to the Post Office tracing de- WANT Tr, buy:
SALE
FOR
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Pertinent. Of these, 165,000 timber Also have for sale lumber
A907 HOUSE TRAILER, 10 x 42, were successfully traced, and sawdust. Murray Saw Mill
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
668,000 were returned abroad and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
electric heat, air conditi,ned
4s
TEC
am al
F27C and 2 10.000 were- untraceable.
.Phone 753-2583
um ape mg Imo mi

NESBM
FABRIC SHOP

Also See The Complete Line
of New Datsuns

HOSPITAL
INSURANCE
mn

McCONNELL

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of
Point
Hug
Store

The Youth Shop

I

I

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

I

Circulation
Manager

I

I 103 N. 4th St. I

L
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Aresfir

-
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BOWLING STANDINGS
'Thursday Couples
Bowling League

MAGIC TRI
Bowling League

•

Quotes
From The

News

W..L
TEAM
66 26
bireg. U.S. Pet. boff.
Ezell's Beauty School
62 30 By United Press International
Johnson's Grocery
32 Kut 'N Kurl Beauty
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Board
33
594 32'4 member Mrs. Mary Mara
Shop
36 Country Kitchen
55 37 opposing a bill to abolish
36 Jena 's Restaurant
54 38 Maryland's censorship board
39 N.H A.
514 404 and inviting some legislators to
42 Owen's
41 51 visit a screening session:
Food Market
44 Hazel Dry Cleaners
36 56 "We'll show you some things
4.5 Town & Country Dress
that will make your hair on
46 Shop
35 57 end. As far as going home
49
sexually aroused, if you're not,
52
brother, you must be dead."
High Team Game (SC)
54 EzelLs Beauty School
848
Strikes
56 Ezells Beauty School
801 LONDON—Cab driver PaL&M's
57 Countr). Kitchen
781 trick Ling after his car was
Misfits
struck by one driven by
High Team Game (SC)
Princess Margaret:
High Team Game (HC)
rs FizelLs Beauty School
1040 "I've been in a lot of crashes
Night Owls
726 Country Kitchen
994 with women drivers—but this
Red Birds
691 Ezells Beauty School
993 one takes the prize."
The Four "C"'s

TEAM
Red Birds
Pinbusters
Fighting Four
Spares
Night Owls
Ten Pins
Odd Balls
Reapers
The Four -C-"s
Alley Cats
West Siders
Rockets

Un

High Team Game (HC)
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Mrs.
High Team Series (SC)
883 Ezells Beauty School
2371 George Green objecting to the
Night Owls
126 Johnsons Grocery
2226 placement of an outhouse in the
Red Birds
813 Country Kitchen
2104 front yard of a mansion being
Misfits
restored next door:
Gerin-Lajoie shows how high the snow
people,
High Team Series (SC)
attract
will
-It
Team Series (HC)
High
140.4-INCH RECORD SNOW—Mrs. Albert
snow
of
inches
140.4
Ont. This year's
2141 Ezells Beauty School
2947 animals, mosquitoes and dirty,
Night Owls
is at door of her town house in Ottawa,
2943 Johnsons Grocery
breaks a record set in 10)5.
2814 old men "
Red Birds
3040 Owens Food Market
2785
The Four "C"'s
CAIRO—Egyptian War MinisHigh Team Series (HC)
ter Mohamed Fawzi saying his
High Ind. Game (SC)
2453 Mildred Hodge
195 forces were ready to act if
Night Owls
(Continued From Page One)
20 TIMES HOTTER THAN THE SUN—Dr. Carl Henning
2343 Joyce Roller
192 Israel rejects the idea of
Red Birds
(Continued From Page One i
and Dr. Charles Damm work on the 13-ton Base(left)
fall of Hill 31, U.S. air strikes Alley Cats
7330 Margie Garland
192 complete withdrawal from ocH magnet capable of heating gases to temperatures
ball
Bob
for
the
services
away"
Funeral
South
the
"blowing
said,
he
where,
began
185 cupied lands to achieve peace
Wanda Nance
20 times hotter than the Sun, at the Lawrence RadiaVietnamese forces now were Moore of 1106 Sycamore Street, outpost, military sources said.
has
High Ind. Game (SC)
the Middle East:
in
tion Laboratory in Livermore, Calif. The magnet
two
at
today
assuming a much greater Murray, were held
242
Artillery fire was also directed Lyman Dixon
Arab Republic
of the three requiretwo
United
meets
"The
(HC)
Game
and
lad.
tests
first
its
High
passed
responsibility for military eper- p.m. at the chapel of the Blalock- against the base although pilota T. C. Hargrove
220 Margie Garland
245 will never give up one inch of
ments for harnessing the power of the hydrogen bomb
atioas and approximately 80 per Coleman Funeral Home with flying the attacking aerraft Byron Robuss
208
armet
The
231
land.
for generation of electricity.
occupied
Joyce Roller
cent of the population was Bro. Roy Beesley and Bro. reported no letup in antiaircraft Marilyn Parks
244 Estelle Ezell
224 forces and behind them, the
under control of the Saigon Gerald Ellison officiating.
fire even as dusk fell.
212
Betty Dixon
Egyptian people, have achieved SURPRISE MOVE
CITIZENSHIP CHALLENGE
Pallbearers were Prentice "I've been shot at before but
government.
196
Patsy Neale
the highest degree of prepared- NOTTINGHAM,
(SC)
Series
lad.
High
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—A
England
Huie
Neale,
out
Bryan
Thomas,
when you see air bursts
548 ness to struggle for liberating (UPI)—Neighbors just watched Chinese woman who moved to
Mildred Hodge
But he warned that North Sinter, Leon Adams, Stafford your window, you know it's
High Ind. Game (HC)
417 the land."
Marilyn Parks
as the big moving van rolled lip the United States two decades
Vietnam still has the potential Curd, and Charles *Johnson. bad," Idaholt said.
256 Betty
Dixon
_AP
to John Graham's house and ago is challenging laws which
for seizing the initiative in Interment was in the Murray "Cobras are not designed to Lyman
$0—IT'S NEWS
men began loading it with all prevent her from becoming a
Southeast Asia and said that Cemetery with the arrangements fight tanks," he said, referring Byron Forbes
T. C. Hargrove
High Ind. Series (EIC)
SOUTHPORT, England (UPI) his furniture.
citizen until she learns to
-high levels of American by the Blalock-Coleman .Funeral
r
helicopte
Cobra
AH1
to U.S.
266 Estelle Ezell
633 —Tom Grime told a court
Marilyn Parks
Graham showed _tip+speak,. read and write English.
issistance and air operations" Home.
When
gunships.
246 Mildred Hodge
617 Monday -....he bit a Ccrman
Betty Dixon
Tung Hai Look, 56, filed suit
would be required as U.S.
ufrpter, a neighbor asked
Moore, age 70, died Monday at South Vietnamese spokesmen
2t2 Margie Garland
Neale
615 shepherd's ear because it was him why he had not said Wednesday asking that a threePatsy
out.
pull
forces
ground
the Western Baptist Hospital, said, meanwhile, that South
the only way he could get the anything about planning to judge federal panel declare
Warning For-Cambodia
Paducah. He was a member of Vietnamese infantrymen aided
High Ind. Series (SC)
Averages
High
animal to release his hand, move. Graham said he had no unconstitutional all laws, reguHe said his controversial the Seventh and Poplar Church of
by US. air strikes had killed Lyman Dixon
669 Mildred Hodge
163 Mrs. Betty Tinmson, the dog's intention of moving—then dis- lations and procedures which
decision to send U.S. forces into Christ. For twenty years he was a
miles
12
troops
st
Communi
608 Marilyn Parks
109
164 owner, was ordered to keep the covered the theft of all his require Enolish as a condition
Jim Neale
Cambodia last spring had been bus driver for the Dearborn,
southwest of the Laotian town T. C. Hargrove
587 Wanda Nance
155 animal under proper control.
to U.S. citizenship.
proved an "indisputable milita- Mich., Coach Company. He
possessions.
9.,
of Lao Bao on Highway
576 Judy Parker
151
Marilyn Parks
ry success" which bought time returned to Murray in 1946 and
dent Joseph L. Mildred Hodge
.%%.,%\\%•
,
correspon
•\•••••1,s,
UPI
514 Jean Chancey
150
and confidence for the South worked as a carpenter until his
reporting from Artil- Mary Smith
,
Galloway
497
143
shored
Dixon
Betty
Vietnamese army and
retirement in 1960.
lery Base Delta lust inside
145
Joye Rowland
up a shaky Cambodian regime
He and his wife, the former Laos, said government troops
(HC)
145
Series
Ind.
High
VietnaRoller
North
Joyce
by
d
threatene
Maude 'flicker, who survives, backed by U.S. fighter-bombers
705 Sandra Thompson
p144
Lyman Dixon
mese aggression.
were married March 26, 1929. He killed another 159 North Vietna647 laivaughn Latimer
144
Jim Neale
"In Cambodia we can expect was born May 8, 1900,in Calloway
area 18 miles T. C. Hargrove
629 Isabel Parks
142
thrusts County and his parents were the mese troops in an
enemy
sustained
southwest of the U.S. base at Marilyn Parks
642
against the government," he late Guy Moore and Cora Bartell
Vei
Lang
598
Betty Darnall
added.
Moore.
Nguyen Van Diem, Mary Smith
Col
596
The 65,000-word report, titled
wife;
his
are
s
Survivor
the South
commander of
Aw4MIMst
-411111118111111Mr.e
"United States Foreign Policy daughter, Miss Colleeen Moore, •
'Vietnamese 1st Division's 1st
High Averages
for the 1970s: Building for Paducah; son, Bobby Moore, and i
today,
Galloway
Regiment, told
1
Don Alsobrook
Peace," was under preparation three grandchildren, Jeanne,
"I estimate we killed more Lyman Dixon
184
loar three months and is chiefly Mike, and Kathy Moore,
than 200 of them with combined Dan Jones
182 NEW
iUPI1—The
YORK
. T,the work of the National Reidland; two sisters, Mrs.
air strikes, artillery and ground Jim Neale
182 stock market opened higher in
ea*
.^_ifsecurity Council staff headed Wayne Plymale of Townsend,
attacks" at Hill 31.
181 hew.; turnover today.
Norm Chancey
7by Dr. Henry A. Kissinger.
Montana, and Mrs. Dorothy
Command
U.S.
the
Saigon,
In
gain
180 Despite
healthy
T. C. Hargrove
a
Nixon last year inaugurated Farris of Murray Route Two;
reported 59 Americans killed in Mildred Hodge
173 Wednesday, many
analysts
the tradition of a comprehen- seven brothers, Clete of Arhighest
the
the war last week,
169 believed the next move for the
Marilyn Parks
sive report to Congress outlin- manda, Mich., Ortis of Paris,
weekly death toll of the year. Patsy Neale
162 market will be lower. The Dow
•ing the philosophical underpin- Tenn., Coy of Romeo, Mich.,
Military sources attributed the Mary Smith
153 finished up 5.62 at 875.62 .e
nings of his foreign policy. He Elwood of Lexington. Douglass,
camLaotian
the
to
increase
151 Wednesday.
Betty Dixon
termed 1970 a year of limited Jesse, and Aubrey, all of Dearpaign.
151 Shortly after the opening
Jean Cnancey
success. This year, as any born, Mich.
In Cambodia, Communist Joyce Roller
150 today, the Dow Jones industrial
year, saw crises. We dealt with
gunners shelled an army fuel Kay Lax
150 amerage was ahead 0.27 at
them without new war and
training
depot and an infantry
while winding down the war we
875.89.
camp within sight of Phnom
the tape,
inherited."
Of 315 issues across
The
night.
y
Wednesda
Penh
In the report the President
led declines, 156 to 89
advances
the
to
closest
the
were
attacks
to
not only reviewed the events of (Continued From Page One
Du Pont surrendered 4
capital since a rocket attack
group.
l
chemica
the
the past year but also put forth Mrs. Max Hurt from the PTA in
in
1384
Feb. 11.
to 74.
the broad outlines for guinding appreciation of the many serEastman Kodak dipped
in
a
termed
he
what
to
the nation
Ford picked up Le to 574
vices they have given to the
Motors
General
new era of partnership that organization. Mr. and Mrs. Hurt
motors.
the
• -will test the capacity of are active members of the PTA
to 793a.
Federal State Market News gipped
Steel
ti . American leadership and the and attend nearly all activities of
Service February 25, 1971
In the steels, U.S.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog dipped
hi understanding of the American the school and PTA.
to 31%.
people."
Market Report Includes 10 Jersey Standard gained 1•4 to
The devotion was given by Mrs. February' 23, 1971
Texaco rose
He characterized the new era Earl Lamb. Mrs. Edward Willie, ADULTS 105
Buying Stations
wr
7434 in the oils.
• • as one in which U.S. allies
Receipts: Act. 1074 Est. 800 4 to 357.. with Atlantic
. Alvin Usrey, and Mrs. Lubie NURSERY 7
selfgly
Pennzoil
would become increasin
Barrows and Gilts mostly $1.00 Richfield up 4 to 684.
Parrish were elected to serve on
reliant and help share the the nominating committee.
NEWBORN ADMLSSION
lower 50c to $1.25 lower Sows fully v. to 294.
Baby Girl Rowlett( Mrs. Shelia 50c lower
traditional American border of The PTA voted to purchase
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